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News @ a glance 
POLITY 

 

1) Consumer protection Act, 2019 
About the act 
 The Consumer Protection Act, 2019 aims to 

provide for protection of the interests of 
consumers and for the said purpose, to 
establish authorities for timely and effective 
administration and settlement of 
consumers' disputes and for matters 
connected therewith or incidental thereto.  

Key features of the act 

 Definition of consumer: A consumer is 
defined as a person who buys any good or 
avails a service for a consideration. It does 
not include a person who obtains a good for 
resale or a good or service for commercial 
purpose.  

 It covers transactions through all modes 
including offline, and online through 
electronic means, teleshopping, multi-
level marketing or direct selling. 

 The following consumer rights have been 
defined in the Act, including the right to: 

1. Be protected against the marketing of goods 
and services which are hazardous to life and 
property;  

2. Be informed of the quality, quantity, 
potency, purity, standard and price of goods 
or services;  

3. Be assured of access to a variety of goods or 
services at competitive prices; and  

4. Seek redressal against unfair or restrictive 
trade practices. 

 Product liability clause: A manufacturer 
or a service provider has to compensate a 
consumer if their good/service cause injury 
or loss to the consumer due to 
manufacturing defect or poor service. The 
most significant impact of this provision 
will be on e-commerce platforms as it also 
includes service providers under its ambit.  

 Central Consumer Protection Authority 
(CCPA): To be set up by the central 
government to promote, protect and 
enforce the rights of consumers. It will 

regulate matters related to violation of 
consumer rights, unfair trade practices, and 
misleading advertisements. 

 Misleading advertisements: The CCPA 
may impose a penalty on a manufacturer or 
an endorser of up to Rs 10 lakh and 
imprisonment for up to two years for a false 
or misleading advertisement. In case of a 
subsequent offence, the fine may extend to 
Rs 50 lakh and imprisonment of up to five 
years.  

 Consumer Disputes Redressal 
Commissions (CDRCs): It will be set up at 
the district, state, and national levels. A 
consumer can file a complaint with CDRCs 
in relation to:  

1. Unfair or restrictive trade practices;  
2. Defective goods or services;  
3. Overcharging or deceptive charging; and  
4. The offering of goods or services for sale 

which may be hazardous to life and safety.   
 Appeals from a District CDRC will be 

heard by the State CDRC. Appeals from the 
State CDRC will be heard by the National 
CDRC. Final appeal will lie before the 
Supreme Court. 

 The Act also enables regulations to be 
notified on E-commerce and direct selling 
with focus on protection of interest of 
consumers. 

Why in News? 
 The Supreme Court has directed the Centre 

and the states to fill up all vacancies in 
consumer dispute redressal commissions 
within eight weeks and pulled up 
governments for defeating the purpose of 
having the consumer protection law by not 
appointing members to deal with citizens’ 
grievances. 

 The court also ordered the government to 
conduct a legislative impact study of the 
Consumer Protection Act, 2019, in four 
weeks. 

 There are over 650 vacancies in state and 
district consumer panels and three posts 
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are lying vacant in the national consumer 
forum. 

 

2) Parties get 48 hours to publish 
candidates’ criminal records 

What's in the news? 
 In a step towards decriminalising politics, 

the Supreme Court held eight political 
parties guilty of contempt of court for not 
making public criminal records of their poll 
candidates. 

 The court directed that political parties 
must publish the criminal antecedents of 
candidates within 48 hours of their 
selection. 

 In its February 2020 judgment, linked to 
the Bihar Assembly election, the Supreme 
Court said candidates must upload these 
details either within 48 hours of their 
selection or at least two weeks before the 
first date for filing of nomination papers. 

 The Supreme Court made it mandatory for 
all political parties to put up the details 
on their websites and also publish them 
in two newspapers. The compliance 
report will have to be submitted to the 
Election Commission of India within 72 
hours of the selection of the candidate. 

 While delivering its judgment, the Supreme 
Court noted over the last four general 
elections, there has been an alarming 
increase of criminals in politics. In 2004, 
24% of the Members of Parliament had 
criminal cases pending against them; in 
2009, that went up to 30%; in 2014 to 34%; 
and in 2019, as many as 43% of MPs had 
criminal cases pending against them. 

Related Information 
What is Contempt of Court? 
 Contempt of court is an act of disrespect or 

disobedience towards a judge or court's 
officers or interference with its orderly 
process. 

 According to the Contempt of Courts Act, 
1971, contempt of court can either be civil 
contempt or criminal contempt.  

Civil contempt  
 It means wilful disobedience to any 

judgment, decree, direction, order, writ or 
other process of a court or wilful breach of 
an undertaking given to a court.  

Criminal contempt  

 It means the publication (whether by 
words, spoken or written, or by signs, or by 
visible representations, or otherwise) of any 
matter or the doing of any other act 

whatsoever which  
1. Scandalises or tends to scandalise, or 

lowers or tends to lower the authority of, 
any court; or  

2. Prejudices, or interferes or tends to 
interfere with, the due course of any judicial 
proceeding; or 

3. Interferes or tends to interfere with, or 
obstructs or tends to obstruct, the 
administration of justice in any other 
manner. 

Punishments for Contempt of Court 

 The punishment for contempt of court is 
simple imprisonment for a term up to six 
months and/or a fine of up to ₹ 2,000. 

 The Supreme Court in 1991, ruled that it 
has the power to punish for contempt not 
only of itself but also of high courts, 
subordinate courts and tribunals 
functioning in the entire country. 

 The High Courts have been given special 
powers to punish contempt of subordinate 
courts, as per Section 10 of The Contempt of 
Courts Act of 1971. 

What is not contempt of court? 
 Fair and accurate reporting of judicial 

proceedings will not amount to contempt of 
court. Nor is any fair criticism on the merits 
of a judicial order after a case is heard and 
disposed of. 

 In 2006, the government brought in an 
amendment to the Contempt of Courts Act 
of 1971 which now provides “truth” as 
defence provided it is bona fide and in 
public interest. 

Constitutional Provisions: 
 Article 129: Grants Supreme Court the 

power to punish for contempt of itself. 
 Article 142(2): Enables the Supreme Court 

to investigate and punish any person for its 
contempt. 

 Article 215: Grants every High Court the 
power to punish for contempt of itself. 

 

3) e-RUPI  
What’s in the news? 
 Prime Minister Narendra Modi recently 

launched a new digital payment system - e-
RUPI - to send the government's monetary 
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benefits directly to beneficiaries’ mobile 
phones.  

 The e-RUPI system is developed by 
National Payments Corporation of India 
(NPCI), Department of Financial Services, 
National Health Authority and Ministry 
of Health and Family Welfare. 

What is the e-RUPI system? 
 e-RUPI is a digital voucher that can be 

redeemed by beneficiaries when they 
make use of any specific government 
services. The digital system does not 
require a card, app or internet access to 
redeem the vouchers. The digital tokens will 
be sent to respective citizens by the 
government via SMS strings or QR codes to 
be used for a specific purpose. 

 The digital token-style system is seen as a 
way to spot potential gaps in the existing 
welfare payments infrastructure and fix 
them. 

How does it work and where can it be used? 
 The cashless and contactless medium is 

similar to how a corporate-provided Sodexo 
coupon card works. The big difference is 
there won’t be any cards here. The 
beneficiary, citizen in this case, will be given 
digital vouchers to access targeted welfare 
services like medicines and nutritional 
support, and medical diagnostics under the 
government’s health schemes. 

 A QR code or SMS-string will be sent to the 
beneficiary, and they will need to show it to 
the welfare service provider for the 
transaction to be complete. No printouts 
would be required. As these vouchers are 
created for a specific purpose, they can’t be 
transferred or cashed out. 

 e-RUPI is powered by NPCI’s UPI platform 
and the service has onboarded about a 
dozen banks to be issuing entities. These 

include both private and public banking 
institutions. The beneficiaries will be 
identified by their mobile number, and the 
vouchers will be linked to it. The digital 
voucher can be redeemed only by that 
individual. 

 Unified Payments Interface (UPI) is a system 
that powers multiple bank accounts into a 
single mobile application (of any 
participating bank), merging several 
banking features, seamless fund routing & 
merchant payments into one hood.  

 The government also plans to open the 
service to private enterprises so they can 
use it as part of their employee welfare or 
benefits programmes. If private companies 
opt to use e-RUPI for their employees, they 
will have to approach one of the partner 
banks with details of specific individuals 
and the service they would like to avail. 

Is e-RUPI a digital currency? 
 No, the e-RUPI is built for a specific 

transaction for a service availed at a 
particular welfare centre. The digital 
vouchers are backed by the Indian rupee 
and are not transferable. This puts e-RUPI 
within the framework of a voucher-based 
payment system rather than a virtual 
currency, which has a different character. 

What are some challenges in implementing 
e-RUPI? 

 According to data intelligence firm Data 
Reportal, the number of mobile 
connections in India as on January 2020 is 
equivalent to 78% of the total population.  

 Enabling the roughly 22% of population to 
get a mobile phone to access welfare 
services via e-RUPI will be a problem to be 
solved. 

For doubts and queries email us at: 
doubts@officerspulse.com 
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ENVIRONMENT 
 

1) IPCC’s Sixth Assessment Report 
Why in News ? 
 The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 

Change (IPCC) has released its Sixth 
Assessment report titled “Climate Change 
2021- The Physical Science Basis”. 

Key Findings 
 The report highlighted that consuming 

fossil fuels has combined with 
agriculture to push methane and nitrous 
oxide to records for at least the last 
800,000 years. These greenhouse gases 
have elevated the global average 
temperature by about 1.1 degrees Celsius. 

 Of the 1.1 degrees Celsius of warming since 
the pre-industrial era, the IPCC finds that 
less than 0.1 degrees Celsius is due to 
natural forcings, such as volcanos or 
variations in the sun. 

 It noted that carbon dioxide has been and 
will continue to be the dominant cause of 
global warming under all greenhouse gas 
emissions scenarios. 

 The warming of the ocean would lead to a 
rise in sea levels, leading to frequent and 
severe coastal flooding in low-level 
areas.  

 The report noted that the planet will 
irrevocably head towards warming by 1.5 
degrees Celsius over pre-industrial 
times in the next two decades stating that 
human activities are causing climate 
change. 

 IPCC calls for reducing methane 
emissions in the next 10 years if the world 
is to meet its climate goals. 

 As per the report, human influence is the 
principal driver of many changes in snow 
and ice, oceans, atmosphere and land. 

 Eg: Glacial retreat since the 1990s, the 
reduction of Arctic sea ice since the 1970s, 
the decline in spring snow cover in the 
Northern Hemisphere since 1950, and 
global sea level rise since at least 1970. 

 Many consequences of climate change will 
become irreversible over time, most 
notably melting ice sheets, rising seas, 
Biodiversity loss and more acidic oceans 
and the impacts will continue to mount and 
compound as emissions increase. 

 The report finds carbon sinks such as land 
and water are at great risk due to 
increasing temperature. Eg: Amazon 
Rainforest 

 According to IPCC’s study, the land sink 
eventually turns into a source, emitting 
CO2 instead of absorbing it. This can lead to 
runaway warming.  

 In short, the new report attributes 
catastrophic events to sustained global 
warming, particularly the frequency and 
intensity of hot extremes, marine 
heatwaves, heavy precipitation, 
agricultural and ecological droughts, 
proportion of intense tropical cyclones, 
reductions in Arctic Sea ice, snow cover 
and permafrost. 
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Region specific impact of Climate Change 
on Economy 

 The IPCC report shows that no region will 
be left untouched by the impacts of 
climate change, with enormous human and 
economic costs that far outweigh the costs 
of action. 

 Southern Africa, the Mediterranean, the 
Amazon, the western United States and 
Australia will see increased droughts and 
fires, which will continue to affect 
livelihoods, agriculture, water systems and 
ecosystems.  

 Changes in snow, ice and river flooding 
are projected to impact infrastructure, 
transport, energy production and tourism 
in North America, the Arctic, Europe, the 
Andes and more.  

 Storms will likely become more intense 
over most of North America, Europe and the 
Mediterranean. 

 With a 7, 517-km coastline, India would face 
significant threats from the rising seas and 
across the port cities of Chennai, Kochi, 
Kolkata, Mumbai, Surat and Visakhapatnam, 
28.6 million people would be exposed to 
coastal flooding if sea levels rise by 50 cm. 

 India’s agriculture and manufacturing 
sectors will be impacted drastically due to 
increasing temperature. 

 The Indian Ocean is warming at a higher 
rate than other oceans due to which India 

will witness increased heat waves and 
flooding, which will be the irreversible 
effects of climate change. 

 The current overall global warming trends 
are likely to lead to an increase in annual 
mean precipitation over India, with more 
severe rain expected over southern India in 
the coming decades. 

 Monsoon extremes are likely to increase 
over India and South Asia, while the 
frequency of short intense rainy days are 
expected to rise. 

Impact of Warming Climate on Indian 
Agriculture and Industries 

 Rising temperatures have already made 
Indian agriculture more resource hungry. 

 According to ongoing studies by the Indian 
Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR), 
Farming now consumes up to 30% more 
water due to “high evaporative demand 
and crop duration due to forced maturity” 
in states such as Andhra Pradesh, Punjab 
and Rajasthan. 

 Temperature in apple-growing regions of 
Himachal Pradesh showed an increase, 
whereas precipitation showed a decrease 
in recent years in Lahaul and Spiti and 
Kinnaur and as a result Apple orchards in 
Himachal Pradesh are shifting to higher 
altitudes for lack of sufficient cold weather. 

 Higher temperatures can cut productivity 
or output per worker. 
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 According to the 2017-18 Economic 
Survey, Extreme weather and drought, 
when rainfall loss is greater than 40% than 
the median, will cut farmer incomes by up 
to 14%. 

 With respect to Industries, these risks are 
evident already in sectors such as textiles. 
    Eg: On hot days, if the average 
temperature is increased by 1 degree 
Celsius, then productivity in the Bangalore 
garment factory decreases by about 4% . 

 According to New Delhi’s Indian Statistical 
Institute, “For every one-degree Celsius 
rise in annual temperatures over average 
temperatures for the 1980-2000 period, 
Indian industrial plants likely produced 2% 
less revenue” 

 Experts have warned that Changes wrought 
by the climate crisis will have economy-
wide repercussions in India if not mitigated, 
shrivelling both agriculture and industry. 

Climate Change accelerated by Methane 
Emissions 

 According to IPCC, methane (CH4) 
emissions are responsible for around 30 
percent of warming since the pre-
industrial era on a global scale. 

 Methane is an invisible and odourless gas 
also super-potent greenhouse gas and a 
powerful pollutant which traps 80 times 
more heat than CO2. 

 It is a hydrocarbon and a primary 
component of liquefied natural gas (LNG). 

Sources of Methane 
 It is emitted from a variety of human as 

well as natural sources.  
 Some of these sources are landfills, oil and 

natural gas systems, agricultural 
activities, coal mining, stationary and 
mobile combustion, wastewater 
treatment and certain industrial 
processes. 

Top Methane emitting Countries 
 The United States and the European 

Union (EU) account for more than a one 
third of global consumption of natural gas 
followed by Brazil, Russia, China, 
Indonesia, Nigeria, Mexico and India. 

 Carbon dioxide (CO2) V/S Methane 
(CH4) 

 A single CO2 molecule causes less 
warming than a methane molecule, but 
lingers for hundreds of years in the 

atmosphere whereas methane disappears 
within two decades. 

Way Ahead 
 A goal for deep emission cuts should be 

set by all the countries. 
 A Commitment by the countries to strive for 

achieving net zero emissions that no 
additional greenhouse gases are emitted by 
2050. 

 A path towards decarbonising the 
economy is the need of the hour. 

 The use of natural gas would have to fall by 
more than half its current level. 

 Achieving significant reductions in 
methane levels. 

 Investments in research need to be 
increased sharply. 

Additional Information 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 

Change (IPCC) 
 The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 

Change is the United Nations body for 
assessing the science related to climate 
change. 

 It was created in 1988 by the World 
Meteorological Organization (WMO) and 
the United Nations Environment 
Programme (UNEP). 

 Aim: To provide governments at all levels 
with scientific information that they can 
use to develop climate policies.  

 The IPCC is an organization of governments 
that are members of the United Nations or 
WMO currently consisting of 195 
members. 

 It provides regular assessments of the 
scientific basis of Climate change, its 
impacts and future risks and options for 
adaptation and mitigation. 

 

2) Genetically Modified 
Organisms  

About GMOs 
 Genetically modified organisms (GMOs) 

can be defined as organisms i.e. plants, 
animals or microorganisms in which the 
genetic material (DNA) has been altered in a 
way that does not occur naturally by mating 
or by natural recombination.  

 The technology is often called modern 
biotechnology or gene technology, 
recombinant DNA technology or genetic 
engineering. 
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 It allows selected individual genes to be 
transferred from one organism into 
another, also between non related species. 

 Foods produced from or using GM 
organisms are often referred to as GM 
foods. 

GM Crops 
 Genetically modified crops (GM crops) are 

plants used in agriculture, the DNA of which 
has been modified using genetic 
engineering methods to achieve a desired 
trait. 

 Genetic modification involves the 
mutation, insertion, or deletion of genes. 

Advantages of GM Crops 
 Higher crop yields 
 Reduced farm costs 
 Increased farm profit 
 Resistance by Pest 
 Less labour-intensive 
 Drought Resistant 
Major Concerns 
With regard to Human Health 
 Risk of toxicity, due to the nature of the 

product or the changes in the metabolism 
and the composition of the organisms 
resulting from gene transfer. 

 Newer proteins in transgenic crops from 
the organisms, which have not been 
consumed as foods, sometimes have the 
risk of these proteins becoming 
allergens. 

Ecological concerns 
 Gene flow due to cross pollination for the 

traits involving resistance can result in 
development of tolerant or resistant 
weeds that are difficult to eradicate. 

 GM crops could lead to erosion of 
biodiversity and pollute gene pools of 
endangered plant species. 

 Genetic erosion has occurred as the 
farmers have replaced the use of traditional 
varieties with monocultures. 

Environmental concerns 
 Gene escape into the environment- 

accidental cross breeding GMO plants and 
traditional varieties through pollen transfer 
can contaminate the traditional local 
varieties with GMO genes resulting in the 
loss of traditional varieties of the farmers. 

Regulatory Mechanism 
 There is a well established regulatory 

framework for approval of GM Crops as per 
“Rules for the 

Manufacture/Use/Import/Export and 
Storage of Hazardous Microorganisms, 
Genetically Engineered Organisms or 
Cells, 1989” under the Environment 
(Protection) Act, 1986 in India. 

 Genetic Engineering Appraisal 
Committee (GEAC) established under the 
Ministry of Environment, Forest and 
Climate Change (MoEFCC) is the apex body 
for approval of activities involving large 
scale use of hazardous microorganisms and 
recombinants in research and industrial 
production from the environmental angle. 

 The GEAC is also responsible for approval of 
proposals relating to release of genetically 
engineered organisms and products into 
the environment including experimental 
field trials. 

GM Crops grown in India 
 Bt cotton is the only genetically modified 

crop that has been approved for 
commercial cultivation in 2002 by the 
Government of India. 

 Bt Brinjal was approved by GEAC in 2009 
but due to a 10 years moratorium imposed 
on GM crops by the Technical Expert 
Committee (TEC) appointed by the 
Supreme Court of India, no further action 
on commercialization has been taken. 

 Recently, GEAC has again allowed biosafety 
research field trials of two new transgenic 
varieties of indigenously developed Bt 
Brinjal in eight states during 2020-23. 

 GM mustard Dhara Mustard Hybrid 11 
(DMH 11) developed by Delhi University is 
pending for commercial release as GEAC 
has advised to generate complete safety 
assessment data on environmental 
biosafety, especially effects on beneficial 
insect species.  

Why in News ? 
 The Union government decided to allow the 

import of crushed genetically modified 
soybean, which is a major ingredient of 
poultry feed. 

 Poultry feed makes up 65% of the cost of 
production for the farmer. Soy meal 
[which is left over after oil is extracted 
from the bean] is the main protein 
ingredient in the feed, especially for 
broilers. 

 

3) Ramsar Convention 
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About Ramsar Convention 
 The Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of 

International Importance signed in 1971, is 
an international treaty for the 
conservation and sustainable use of 
wetlands.  

 It is named after the Iranian city of Ramsar, 
on the Caspian Sea. 

 It is the only global treaty to focus on a 
single ecosystem (wetlands). 

 At present, 171 nations are signatories 
(including India) to the Ramsar Convention. 
A contracting party agrees to nominate at 
least one wetland in its territory to the List 
of Wetlands of International Importance 
based on enumerated criteria.  

 In addition, contracting parties agree to 
manage all their wetlands based on the 
concept of “wise use.” Wise use means the 
maintenance of the ecological character of 
the wetland and allowance of sustainable 
use for the benefit of people and the 
environment. 

What are Wetlands? 
 A wetland is a land area that is saturated 

with water, either permanently or 
seasonally, and it takes on the 
characteristics of a distinct ecosystem   

 The Ramsar Convention defines wetlands as 
"areas of marsh, fen, peatlands or water, 
whether natural or artificial, permanent or 
temporary, with water that is static or 
flowing, fresh, brackish or salt, including 
areas of marine water, the depth of which at 
low tide does not exceed six metres".  

 Five major wetland types are generally 
recognized:  

1. marine (coastal wetlands including coastal 
lagoons, rocky shores, and coral reefs);  

2. estuarine (including deltas, tidal marshes, 
and mangrove swamps); 

3. lacustrine (wetlands associated with lakes); 
4. riverine (wetlands along rivers and 

streams); and 
5. palustrine (meaning “marshy” - marshes, 

swamps and bogs). 
 The definition of wetlands is very broad and 

includes ponds, water storage areas, low-
tide coastal zones and all human-made sites 
such as fish ponds, rice paddies, reservoirs 
and salt pans. 

About Montreux record 
 The Montreux Record is a register of 

wetland sites on the List of Ramsar 

wetlands of international importance where 
changes in ecological character have 
occurred, are occurring, or are likely to 
occur as a result of technological 
developments, pollution or other human 
interference. 

 It is maintained as part of the Ramsar List. 
 Currently, Keoladeo National Park 

(Rajasthan) and Loktak Lake (Manipur) 
are being kept under the record for taking 
appropriate steps for ecological 
restoration.  

 Chilika lake (Odisha) was placed in the 
record but was later removed from it. 

Why in News? 
 Four more Indian sites, two each from 

Haryana and Gujarat have been 
recognised as wetlands of international 
importance under the Ramsar Convention, 
taking the number of such sites in the 
country to 46. 

 The 46 Ramsar sites in India include the 
Chilika Lake in Odisha, Keoladeo National 
Park in Rajasthan, Harike Lake in Punjab, 
Loktak Lake in Manipur and Wular Lake in 
Jammu and Kashmir. 

Recently included sites 
Bhindawas Wildlife Sanctuary 
 It is the largest human-made freshwater 

wetland situated in Jhajjar, Haryana. 
 Over 250 bird species use the sanctuary 

throughout the year as a resting and 
roosting site. 

 The site supports more than 10 globally 
threatened species including the 
endangered Egyptian Vulture, Steppe Eagle, 
Pallas’s Fish Eagle, and Black-bellied Tern. 

Sultanpur National Park 
 It is located in Sultanpur village, Gurgaon 

district in Haryana. 
 The site supports more than 220 species of 

resident, winter migratory and local 
migratory waterbirds at critical stages of 
their life cycles. 

 The site supports more than 10 globally 
threatened species including the critically 
endangered sociable lapwing, and the 
endangered Egyptian Vulture, Saker Falcon, 
Pallas’s Fish Eagle and Black-bellied Tern. 

Thol Lake Wildlife Sanctuary 
 The Thol Lake Wildlife Sanctuary in Gujarat 

lies on the Central Asian Flyway hosting 
more than 320 bird species. 
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 The wetland supports more than 30 
threatened waterbird species, such as the 
critically endangered White-rumped 
Vulture and Sociable Lapwing, and the 
vulnerable Sarus Crane, Common Pochard 
and Lesser White-fronted Goose. 

Wadhwana Wetland 
 The Wadhwana Wetland in Gujarat is 

internationally important for its birdlife as 
it provides wintering ground to migratory 
waterbirds, including over 80 species that 
migrate on the Central Asian Flyway. 

 They include some threatened or near-
threatened species such as the 
endangered Pallas’s fish-Eagle, the 
vulnerable Common Pochard, and the near-
threatened Dalmatian Pelican, Grey-headed 
Fish-eagle and Ferruginous Duck. 

 

4) Ban on Single-use Plastic 
What are Single use Plastics ? 
 India has defined single-use plastic as 

disposable plastics (use-and-throw items) 
that are commonly used for packaging and 
include items intended to be used only once 
before they are thrown away or recycled.  

 These include items such as carry bags, 
food packaging, bottles, straws, 
containers, cups and cutlery. 

Legal Regulations in India 
 In order to address the issue of scientific 

plastic waste management, the Plastic 
Waste (Management and Handling) 
Rules, 2011 were notified in 2011 by the 
Ministry of Environment, Forest and 
Climate Change (MOEFCC) which included 
plastic waste management.  

 The Government has notified the Plastic 
Waste Management Rules, 2016, in 
suppression of the earlier Plastic Waste 
(Management and Handling) Rules, 2011. 

Plastic Waste Management Rules, 2016 
The Plastic Waste Management Rules, 2016 

aims to 
 Increase minimum thickness of plastic 

carry bags from 40 to 50 microns and 
stipulate minimum thickness of 50 micron 
for plastic sheets also to facilitate 
collection and recycle of plastic waste. 

 Expand the jurisdiction of applicability of 
plastic waste management rules from the 
municipal area to rural areas. 

 To bring in the responsibilities of 
producers and generators, both in the 
plastic waste management system and to 
introduce a collect back system of plastic 
waste by the producers/brand owners, as 
per extended producers responsibility. 

 To introduce collection of plastic waste 
management fee through pre-registration 
of the producers, importers of plastic carry 
bags/multilayered packaging and vendors 
selling the same for establishing the waste 
management system. 

 Phasing out of manufacture and use of 
non- recyclable multilayered plastic. 

 To promote use of plastic waste for road 
construction as per Indian Road Congress 
guidelines or energy recovery, or waste to 
oil etc. for gainful utilization of waste and 
also address the waste disposal issue; to 
entrust more responsibility on waste 
generators, namely payment of user 
charge as prescribed by local authority, 
collection and handing over of waste by the 
institutional generator, event organizers. 

 Prohibiting manufacture, import, 
stocking, distribution, sale and use of 
carry bags and plastic sheets less than 50 
microns in thickness in the country. There 
is a ban on sachets using plastic material 
used for storing, packing or selling gutkha, 
tobacco and pan masala. 

Why in News ? 
 The government has recently notified the 

Plastic Waste Management Amendment 
Rules, 2021, prohibiting identified single 
use plastic items by 2022. 

 The notification is in line with India’s stand 
at the 4th United Nations Environment 
Assembly held in 2019, when the country 
moved a resolution on addressing single-
use plastic products pollution by 2022. 

Key Provisions of Plastic Waste 
Management Amendment Rules, 2021 

 The manufacture, import, stocking, 
distribution, sale and use of notified 
single-use plastic, including polystyrene and 
expanded polystyrene, commodities shall 
be prohibited with effect from the 1st 
July, 2022. 

 In order to stop littering due to light weight 
plastic carry bags, the thickness of plastic 
carry bags has been increased from 50 
microns to 75 microns with effect from 
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30th September, 2021 and to 120 microns 
with effect from the 31st December, 2022. 

 The plastic packaging waste, which is not 
covered under the phase out of identified 
single use plastic items, shall be collected 
and managed in an environmentally 
sustainable way through the Extended 
Producer Responsibility (EPR) of the 
Producer, importer and Brand owner 
(PIBO), as per Plastic Waste Management 
Rules, 2016 and EPR has been given legal 
force through Plastic Waste Management 
Amendment Rules, 2021. 

 To constitute a Special Task Force for 
elimination of single use plastics and 
effective implementation of Plastic Waste 
Management Rules, 2016.  

 A National Level Taskforce had also been 
constituted by the Ministry for taking 
coordinated efforts to eliminate identified 
single use plastic items and effective 

implementation of Plastic Waste 
Management Rules, 2016. 

 The State /UT Governments and concerned 
Central Ministries/Departments have also 
been requested to develop a 
comprehensive action plan for 
elimination of single use plastics and 
effective implementation of Plastic Waste 
Management Rules, 2016, and its 
implementation in a time bound manner. 

 The Government has also been taking 
measures for awareness generation 
towards elimination of single use plastics 
and effective implementation of Plastic 
Waste Management Rules, 2016. Eg: 
Awareness Campaign of Single Use 
Plastic 2021, Essay writing competition, 
India Plastic Challenge Hackathon 2021. 

For doubts and queries email us at 
doubts@officerspulse.com  
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ECONOMY 
 

1) RoSCTL Scheme 
About the Scheme 
 Under the Rebate of State and Central Taxes 

and Levies (RoSCTL) scheme, exporters are 
issued a duty credit scrip for the value of 
embedded taxes and levies contained in 
exported products.  

 Exporters get rebate of central and state 
taxes and levies such as VAT on fuel used in 
transportation, central excise duty on fuel 
used in transportation, embedded GST paid 
on inputs, etc. 

 Exporters can use this scrip to pay tax while 
importing equipment, machinery. 

Why in News? 
 The Ministry of Textiles has notified the 

continuation of the RoSCTL scheme for 
export of garments and made-ups and 
issued guidelines for its implementation. 

 Garment exporters would continue to get a 
rebate on Central and State taxes on 
outward shipments till March 31, 2024. 

 Continuation of RoSCTL for 
apparel/garments and made-ups is 
expected to make these products globally 
competitive by rebating all embedded 
taxes/levies which are currently not being 
rebated under any other mechanism.  

 It will ensure a stable and predictable 
policy regime and provide a level playing 
field to Indian textiles exporters. Further, it 
will promote startups and entrepreneurs 
to export and ensure creation of lakhs of 
jobs. 

 

2) Government e-Marketplace 
About GeM  
 Launched in 2016, the Government e-

Marketplace (GeM) is a 100 percent 
government-owned company setup under 
the aegis of the Ministry of Commerce and 
Industry.  

 It is a completely paperless, cashless and 
system driven e-market place that enables 
procurement of common use goods and 
services with minimal human interface. 
GeM aims to enhance transparency, 
efficiency and speed in public procurement. 

 GeM was developed with the technical 
support of the National eGovernance 

Division under the Ministry of Electronics 
and Information Technology. 

 In 2017, the government made it 
mandatory for all the departments and 
ministries to source goods and services 
from the GeM.  

Why in News? 
 The Government has said that the GeM 

system has resulted in a 10% savings in 
public procurement costs in five years. 
The GeM has resulted in a savings of 
₹10,000 crore in the cumulative 
procurements of ₹1 lakh crore facilitated 
through the portal in five years, and 
improved the speed of procurement. 

 However, the system has still tapped only 
5% of India’s total government purchases of 
about ₹20 lakh crore a year. 

 56% of the order value processed through 
the portal has been delivered by micro, 
small and medium enterprises (MSMEs), 
with seven lakh small firms on board. 

 

3) National Edible Oil Mission-Oil 
Palm 

What’s in the news? 
 Prime Minister Narendra Modi has 

launched the National Edible Oil Mission-
Oil Palm (NMEO-OP), with an investment 
of over Rs 11,000 crore to boost domestic 
oilseed production and make the country 
self-sufficient in cooking oils. 

 With palm oil having 55 per cent share in 
total edible oil imports, NMEO-OP would 
ensure that farmers get all facilities, from 
quality seeds to technology to promote 
cultivation of palm and other oil seeds. 

Significance 
 The Prime Minister said while India has 

become self-sufficient or Aatamnirbhar in 
the production of rice, wheat and sugar, it 
was not enough as the country is dependent 
on huge imports of edible oils.  

 India is the world's biggest vegetable oil 
importer. India produces less than half of 
the roughly 2.5 million tonnes of edible 
oil that it consumes annually. It imports 
the rest, buying palm oil from Indonesia 
and Malaysia, soyoil from Brazil and 
Argentina, and sunflower oil, mainly 
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from Russia and Ukraine, with the import 
bill hovering around Rs 75,000 crore per 
year. 

 The increase in cultivation of oil palm will 
not only benefit farmers but also consumers 
who would get quality cooking oils at a 
cheaper rate. 

 Besides, it would benefit processors and the 
entire value chain, thereby creating job 
opportunities, he said. 

 

4) Insolvency and Bankruptcy 
Code (Amendment) Bill, 2021  

About Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 
2016 

 Insolvency is a situation where individuals 
or companies are unable to repay their 
outstanding debt.   

 The Code provides a time-bound process for 
resolving the insolvency of corporate 
debtors called the corporate insolvency 
resolution process (CIRP).   

 The debtor himself or its creditors may 
apply for initiation of CIRP in the event of a 
default of at least one lakh rupees. Under 
CIRP, a committee of creditors is 
constituted to decide on the insolvency 
resolution.  

 The committee may consider a resolution 
plan which typically provides for the payoff 
of debt by merger, acquisition, or 
restructuring of the company. If a resolution 
plan is not approved by the committee of 
creditors within the specified time, the 
company is liquidated (the assets of the 
borrower will be sold to repay creditors).   

 During CIRP, the affairs of the company are 
managed by the Resolution Professional 
(RP), who is appointed to conduct CIRP. 

Why in News? 
 The Parliament has recently passed the 

Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code 
(Amendment) Bill, 2021. It amends the 
Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016.   

Highlights of the Bill    
Pre-packaged insolvency resolution 
 The Bill introduces an alternate 

insolvency resolution process for micro, 
small, and medium enterprises (MSMEs), 
called the pre-packaged insolvency 
resolution process (PIRP).   

 Unlike CIRP, PIRP may be initiated only 
by debtors. The debtor should have a base 

resolution plan in place. During PIRP, the 
management of the company will remain 
with the debtor.    

Minimum default amount  
 Application for initiating PIRP may be filed 

in the event of a default of at least one 
lakh rupees. The central government may 
increase the threshold of minimum default 
up to one crore rupees through a 
notification.  

Debtors eligible for PIRP 
 PIRP may be initiated in the event of a 

default by a corporate debtor classified as 
an MSME under the MSME Development 
Act, 2006.   

 Currently, under the 2006 Act, an 
enterprise with an annual turnover of up 
to Rs 250 crore, and investment in plant 
and machinery or equipment up to Rs 50 
crore, is classified as an MSME.   

 For initiating PIRP, the corporate debtor 
himself must apply to the National 
Company Law Tribunal (NCLT). The 
authority must approve or reject the 
application for PIRP within 14 days of its 
receipt. 

Approval of financial creditors   
 For applying for PIRP, the debtor must 

obtain approval of at least 66% of its 
financial creditors (in value of debt due to 
creditors) who are not related parties of the 
debtor.   

 Financial creditor refers to lenders who have 
provided any sort of credit facility or a loan 
such as a bank or a financial institution. 

 Before seeking such approval, the debtor 
must provide creditors with a base 
resolution plan. 

Proceedings under PIRP  
 The debtor will submit the base resolution 

plan to the RP within two days of the 
commencement of the PIRP. A committee 
of creditors will be constituted within 
seven days of the PIRP commencement 
date, which will consider the base 
resolution plan.   

 The committee may provide the debtor with 
an opportunity to revise the plan.  The RP 
may also invite resolution plans from other 
persons.  

 A resolution plan must be approved by the 
committee (with at least 66% of the 
voting shares) within 90 days from the 
commencement date of PIRP. The 
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resolution plan approved by the committee 
will be examined by the NCLT.  If no 
resolution plan is approved by the 
committee, the Resolution Professional may 
apply for the termination of PIRP.   

 NCLT must either approve the plan or order 
termination of PIRP within 30 days of 
receipt. Termination of PIRP will result in 
the liquidation of the corporate debtor. 

Moratorium   
 During PIRP, the debtor will be provided 

with a moratorium under which certain 
actions against the debtor will be 
prohibited. These include filing or 
continuation of suits, execution of court 
orders, or recovery of property.    

Management of debtor during PIRP   
 During PIRP, the board of directors or 

partners of the debtor will continue to 
manage the affairs of the debtor. However, 
the management of the debtor may be 
vested with the Resolution Professional if 
there has been fraudulent conduct or gross 
mismanagement. 

Initiation of CIRP 
 At any time from the PIRP commencement 

date but before the approval of the 
resolution plan, the committee of creditors 
may decide (with at least 66% of the voting 
shares) to terminate PIRP and instead 
initiate CIRP. 

Significance 
 Besides offering a way for MSMEs to 

restructure their debts, the pre-pack 
scheme is expected to reduce the burden on 
benches of the National Company Law 
Tribunals by offering a faster resolution 
mechanism than ordinary CIRPs. 

 

5) Centre to free up untapped 
space in SEZs 

About SEZs 
 Special Economic Zone (SEZ) is a 

geographic area in which the business and 
trade laws are different from the rest of 
the country.  

 The objective of developing SEZs include 
increasing the balance of trade and 
attracting newer inward-investments into 
the country, and creating newer jobs.  

 Financial incentives are granted to those 
setting up SEZs and cover a wider gamut of 

benefits for investors across taxation, 
customs, labour regulations, etc.  

 The Special Economic Zones Act, 2005, 
provides the umbrella legal framework, 
covering all important legal and regulatory 
aspects of SEZ development in the country.  

 Presently, 378 SEZs are notified, out of 
which 265 are operational.   

 
Salient Features 
 The salient features of the SEZ scheme are:- 
 A designated duty free enclave to be 

treated as a territory outside the 
customs territory of India for the purpose 
of authorised operations in the SEZ; 

 No licence required for import; 
 Manufacturing or service activities allowed; 
 The Unit shall achieve Positive Net Foreign 

Exchange to be calculated cumulatively for 
a period of five years from the 
commencement of production; 

 Domestic sales subject to full customs duty 
and import policy in force; 

 SEZ units will have freedom for 
subcontracting; 

 No routine examination by customs 
authorities of export/import cargo; 

 SEZ Developers /Co-Developers and Units 
enjoy tax benefits as prescribed in the SEZs 
Act, 2005. 

 
Objectives 
 The notification of SEZs in the country is 

guided by the following:- 
1. Generation of additional economic activity; 
2. Promotion of exports of goods and services; 
3. Promotion of investment from domestic 

and foreign sources; 
4. Creation of employment opportunities; 
5. Development of infrastructure facilities. 
 
Why in News? 
 The government is set to free up unused 

built-up area worth about ₹30,000 crore 
and idle land inside Special Economic Zones 
for other economic activity. 

 The move to free up unutilised land parcels 
is likely to be operationalised by the end of 
August, as part of a simpler regulatory 
regime that the government is planning for 
SEZs, which account for about 30% of 
India’s exports. 

For doubts and queries email us at: 
doubts@officerspulse.com  
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INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 
 

1) Taxation Laws (Amendment) 
Bill 

Background 
 Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman 

recently introduced the Taxation Laws 
(Amendment) Bill in the Lok Sabha to 
nullify the tax clause provision that allows 
the government to levy taxes 
retrospectively.  

 The government has been fighting legal 
cases against Vodafone and Cairn Energy on 
taxes it has claimed retrospectively on 
transactions these entities entered into 
relating to operations in the country. Both 
the U.K.-based companies have won 
international arbitration rulings that held 
the Indian government in breach of bilateral 
investment protection agreements. 

What is the genesis of the retrospective tax 
imbroglio? 

 In the Union Budget of 2012, the then 
Finance Minister, Pranab Mukherjee, 
introduced an amendment to the Income 
Tax Act, 1961, which allowed the 
government to retrospectively tax such 
transactions.  

 In terms of taxation, retrospective tax taxes a 
transaction that took place prior to the law 
being framed. 

 The amendment was passed by the 
Parliament, allowing the government to ask 
companies to pay taxes on mergers and 
acquisitions (M&As) that happened before 
that date.  

 The issue goes back to 2007 when UK-based 
telecom giant Vodafone bought a 67% 
stake in Hong Kong-based Hutchison 
Whampoa for $11 billion to which the 
Indian government raised a demand of Rs 
7,990 crore in capital gains saying the 
company should have deducted the tax at 
source before making a payment to 
Hutchison. The company took the matter 
to the Supreme Court which eventually 
turned in favour of Vodafone. 

 One such indirect transfer was also made 
against the 2006 internal corporate 
restructuring carried out by UK-based 
Cairn Energy. 

 The changes to the Finance Act allowed 
India to reimpose its tax demand on 
Vodafone and Cairn Energy. 

Arbitration Ruling 
 This prompted Cairn UK to move the 

Permanent Court of Arbitration at The 
Hague, Netherlands, saying that India had 
violated the terms of the India-UK Bilateral 
Investment Treaty by imposing a 
retrospective tax due on it. The treaty 
provides protection against arbitrary 
decisions by laying down that India would 
treat investment from the UK in a “fair and 
equitable" manner. Vodafone also filed a 
case against India’s move.  

 Last year, the Hague court ruled in favour 
of Cairn UK and Vodafone, quashing 
India’s tax claim after holding that it 
violated the “equitable and fair treatment 
standard" under bilateral investment 
treaties.  

What are the proposed changes? 
 The new Bill proposes to do away with 

retrospective taxation on the sale of 
assets in India by foreign entities 
executed before May 2012, with a caveat 
— the companies that will benefit from the 
amendment must withdraw all legal cases 
against the government and forfeit 
interest, costs and any damages.  

 The government, on its part, is willing to 
refund any tax dues it may have collected or 
seized.  

How are global investors likely to react? 
 The Bill is aimed at encouraging more 

international investments into India and is 
touted as a welcome relief for companies 
who have long invested in the country. 

Related Information 
About PCA 
 The Permanent Court of Arbitration was 

established by the Convention for the 
Pacific Settlement of International 
Disputes, concluded at The Hague in 1899 
during the first Hague Peace Conference.  

 The 1899 Convention was revised at the 
second Hague Peace Conference in 1907. 

 The PCA is not a court in the traditional 
sense but provides services of an arbitral 
tribunal to resolve disputes that arise out 
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of international agreements between 
member states, international organizations 
or private parties. 

 The cases span a range of legal issues 
involving territorial and maritime 
boundaries, sovereignty, human rights, 
international investment, and international 
and regional trade.  

 The PCA has no sitting judges: the parties 
themselves select the arbitrators.  

 The PCA is an official United Nations 
Observer. It is headquartered in The Hague, 
Netherlands. 

Members 
 The PCA has more than 120 Contracting 

Parties which have acceded to one or both 
of the PCA's founding conventions (1899 
and 1907 Conventions). 

 India is a party to the PCA according to the 
convention of 1899. 

For doubts and queries email us at: 
doubts@officerspulse.com 
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DEFENCE 
 

1) AL – Mohed AL – Hindi 
What is it? 
 It is the maiden bilateral naval exercise 

between India and Saudi Arabia. 
 The exercise aims to undertake co-

ordinated action against asymmetric 
threat, replenishment at sea procedures, 
anti-piracy and boarding operations. 

Why in News: 
 India, Saudi Arabia began their maiden 

naval exercise recently off the coast of Al 
Jubail, Saudi Arabia. 

For doubts and queries email us at: 

doubts@officerspulse.com 
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SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
 
Clarification: 
Due to technical error the Pulse 10 S&T were 
published in previous version of Pulse 11. 
However, the S&T topics for Pulse 11 were 
also present in that version.   

1) Ultrasmall Particles 
Why in News: 
 Researchers from IIT Madras and IISER 

Kolkata have developed a method to 
detect minute quantities of chemicals in 
solution.  

How did they achieve this 
 They use a variation of absorption 

spectroscopy that surpasses the systemic 
limits imposed by conventional absorption 
spectroscopy.  

 With this technique, they can, in principle, 
illuminate the insides of cells and detect 
minuscule quantities of substances 
present there. 

What is Absorption spectroscopy 
 Absorption spectroscopy is a tool to 

detect the presence of elements in a 
medium. Light is shone on the sample, and 
after it passes through the sample is 
examined using a spectroscope. Dark lines 
are seen in the observed spectrum of the 
light passed through the substance, which 
correspond to the wavelengths of light 
absorbed by the intervening substance and 
are characteristic of the elements present in 
it. In usual methods, about a cubic 
centimetre of the sample is needed to do 
this experiment. 

 In the newly developed method, minute 
amounts of dissolved substances can be 
detected easily. 

 The novel method by the IIT- IISER team 
employs a version of absorption 
spectroscopy, which takes advantage of 
the quantum emission capabilities of 
erbium-doped sodium yttrium fluoride 
nanoparticles, which can absorb and re-
emit red, blue, and green light. 

 Substances in the sample would absorb 
the emission from these micro particles. 
The nature of the absorbing material 
could be determined by analysing the 
absorption spectra. 

Significance of this study 
1. Surpasses the limits of conventional 

absorption spectroscopy based on the 
Abbe criterion. 

2. The Abbe criterion sets a natural limit on 
the size of the object being studied using 
absorption spectroscopy.  

 This technique can be used to study the 
insides of cells and detect even minuscule 
quantities of substances present there. 

 Can measure individual molecules, see an 
absorption spectroscopy of a single DNA 
or protein molecule 

 

2) GSLV-F10 
Why in News? 
 ISRO’s GSLV-F10 rocket recently failed in its 

mission to put into orbit the Earth 
Observation Satellite (EOS-03). 

What was the mission’s aim? 
 It was expected to provide near real-time 

imaging of a large area of interest at 
frequent intervals, episodic events and 
any short-term events,  to monitor 
natural disasters from its position in the 
sky and to provide warnings for natural 
disasters, observe cyclones, cloudbursts, 
thunderclouds etc. 

 The mission life of the satellite was 10 
years. 

 EOS-3 was the first state-of-art agile Earth 
Observation Satellite which would have 
been placed in a geo-synchronous orbit 
around the Earth. 

For doubts and queries email us at: 
doubts@officerspulse.com 
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ART AND CULTURE 
 

1) Dara Shikoh 
Who is Dara Shikoh 
 Dara Shikoh, who was Mughal emperor 

Shah Jahan’s eldest son and expected heir, 
was killed on the orders of his brother 
Aurangzeb in 1659 after losing the war of 
succession.  

 Dara Shikoh is described as a “liberal 
Muslim” who tried to find commonalities 
between Hindu and Islamic traditions.  

 He translated into Persian the Bhagavad 
Gita as well as 52 Upanishads. 

 Dara Shikoh who was responsible for 
making the Upanishads available to the 
West as he had them translated. 

 According to the Shahjahannama, after 
Aurangzeb defeated Dara Shikoh, he 
brought the latter to Delhi in chains. His 
head was cut off and sent to Agra Fort, 
while his torso was buried in the 
Humayun’s Tomb complex. 

 Italian traveller Niccolao Manucci gave a 
graphic description of the day in Travels of 
Manucci, as he was there as a witness  

Positions held by him 
 Subahdar (governor) of Allahabad 
 Governor of the province of Gujarat 
 Governor of Multan and Kabul  
Titles given to him 
 Shahzada-e-Buland Iqbal (“Prince of High 

Fortune”) was given to him by his father 
Shah Jahan 

 ‘Shah-e-Buland Iqbal (“King of High 
Fortune”)’ 

 ‘Padshahzada-i-Buzurg Martaba’ (Prince 
of High Rank) 

Literary works 
 One of the most famous books he authored 

is “Majma-ul-Bahrain”, meaning the ‘The 
confluence of the two seas’ and is a 
comparative study of Vedanta and 
Sufism. 

Why in News: 
 The Archaeological Survey of India is yet to 

locate the grave of Dara Shikoh within the 
Humayun’s Tomb complex. 

 The government’s quest for locating the 
grave, which some believe is among the 
many unmarked graves inside the 

Humayun’s Tomb complex, started in 
February 2020. 

Additional Information 
Humayun’s Tomb 
 The first garden-monument on the 

Indian subcontinent, this tomb was 
created in 1570 and is of cultural 
significance.  

 Empress Bega Begum(also known as Haji 
Begum), Humayun's first wife, 
commissioned it. 

 The garden-tomb of Humayun is an 
example of the charbagh (a four quadrant 
garden with the four rivers ). It is also 
known as the Mughal Dormitory since over 
150 Mughal family members are buried in 
the cells. It has been designated as a 
UNESCO World Heritage Site. 

 It was a watershed moment in Mughal 
design, and it set a precedent for succeeding 
Mughal construction with its accomplished 
Charbagh garden, which was inspired by 
Persian gardens but never seen before in 
India. 

 To read about World Heritage Sites: 
https://officerspulse.com/unesco-world-
heritage-sites/ 

 

2) Ancestral Dravidian Language 
Why in News: 
 A paper titled “Ancestral Dravidian 

Languages in Indus Civilization: 
Ultraconserved Dravidian Tooth-word 
Reveals Deep Linguistic Ancestry and 
Supports Genetics” provided crucial 
evidence that Ancestral Dravidian 
languages were possibly spoken by a 
significant population in the Indus Valley 
civilisation. 

Significance of this study 
 The study seeks to resolve a crucial part of 

this perennial puzzle of South Asian 
prehistory, through establishing the certain 
existence of ancestral Dravidian 
language(s) in the Indus Valley 
civilization.  

 In the absence of any deciphered written 
documents of Indus Valley civilization, 
there are no direct ways of identifying 
Harappan languages.  
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 Thus, the only feasible starting point is to 
find certain proto-words whose likely 
origin in Indus Valley civilisation gets 
confirmed through historical and linguistic 
evidence, whereas archaeological evidence 
indicates that the objects signified by those 
proto-words were prevalently produced 
and used in the Indian Valley civilisation. 

Other important findings in the paper 
 Even today, people across the greater 

Indus Valley speak several tongues 
including Indo-Aryan, Dardic, Iranian, along 
with the isolated Dravidian language 
Brahui and the language isolate 
Burushaski.  

o Brahui: Brahui is a northern Dravidian 
language spoken mostly by the Brahui 
people in Balochistan Province, Pakistan, 
and in isolated areas of Iran, Afghanistan, 
and Turkmenistan. 

o Burushaski: Burushaski is a language 
isolate spoken mostly by Burusho people 
in northern Pakistan's Gilgit-Baltistan, with 
a few hundred speakers in northern India's 
Jammu and Kashmir. 

 During the Indus Valley civilisation era, this 
region could have been even more 
multilingual, with some languages that are 
now extinct.  

 But it is very much possible that ancestral 
Dravidian was one of the most popular 
tongues spoken in the Indus Valley. 

 

3) National Flag of India 
Why in News: 
 The Union government has asked States to 

ensure that people don’t use plastic national 
flags. 

About the National Flag 

 
 The National Flag is a horizontal tricolour 

of India saffron (kesaria) at the top, white 
in the middle and India green at the bottom 
in equal proportion.  

 The ratio of width of the flag to its length is 
two to three.  

 In the centre of the white band is a navy-
blue wheel which represents the chakra. 
This Dharma Chakra depicted the "wheel 
of the law" in the Sarnath Lion Capital 
made by the 3rd-century BC Mauryan 
Emperor Ashoka. The chakra intends to 
show that there is life in movement and 
death in stagnation. Its diameter 
approximates to the width of the white 
band and it has 24 spokes. 

 The flag is based on the Swaraj flag, a flag 
of the Indian National Congress designed by 
Pingali Venkayya 

 The top saffron colour indicates the 
strength and courage of the country. The 
white middle band indicates peace and 
truth with Dharma Chakra. The green 
shows the fertility, growth and 
auspiciousness of the land. 

 Its diameter approximates to the width of 
the white band and it has 24 spokes. 

 The design of the National Flag was 
adopted by the Constituent Assembly of 
India on 22 July 1947. 

Laws related to the flag code 
 ‘The Prevention of Insults to National 

Honour Act, 1971’ 
 ‘Flag Code of India, 2002’ governs the 

display of the national flag. 
 According to Article 51A (a), it shall be the 

duty of every citizen of India to abide by 
the Constitution and respect its ideals and 
institutions, the National Flag and the 
National Anthem. 

Evolution of Indian flags 

 
 The first national flag in India is said to 

have been hoisted on August 7, 1906, in the 
Parsee Bagan Square (Green Park) in 
Kolkata. The flag was composed of three 
horizontal strips of red, yellow and green 
with Vande Mataram written in the 
middle. 
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 The second flag was hoisted in Paris by 

Madame Cama and her band of exiled 
revolutionaries in 1907 . This was very 
similar to the first flag except that the top 
strip had only one lotus but seven stars 
denoting the Saptarishi. This flag was also 
exhibited at a socialist conference in Berlin. 
This flag was the first Indian flag to be 
hoisted in a foreign land. 

 
 The year 1931 was a landmark in the 

history of the flag. A resolution was passed 
adopting a tricolor flag as our national 
flag. This flag, the forebear of the present 
one, was saffron, white and green with 
Mahatma Gandhi's spinning wheel at the 
center.  

 

4) New museum 
Why in News? 
 New museums on Jammu and Kashmir, 

Gautam Buddha, Indian armour and the 
freedom struggle are expected to be in 
2021 according to the Culture Ministry. 

J&K Museum  

 The museum on Jammu and Kashmir, 
first of its kind in India, captures the 
essence and spirit of Jammu, Kashmir 
and Ladakh as an integral part of the 
nation since ages as Bharat, Hindustan, 
India.  

 The museum elaborates this by tracing the 
roots of Jammu, Kashmir and Ladakh since 
prehistoric times to the present day and 
telling unheard stories of the region and 
people which have been lost in the 
centuries of time 

Buddhist Museum  
 The museum on Gautama Buddha focuses 

on the religious and traditional aspects of 
Buddhist heritage in India, forging a new 
outlook on its spread, development, and 
cultural synthesis over centuries.  

 A first of its kind museum on Buddha, the 
new museum would have over 200 objects 
from the 1st Century CE to 19th Century CE, 
including stone and bronze sculptures, 
terracotta heads and costumes. 

Freedom struggle museum  
 The Ministry is  setting up a museum 

dedicated to the freedom struggle at a 
renovated barrack at the Red Fort.  

 The museum, first of its kind, will narrate 
the story of the country’s freedom 
struggle in an interactive manner with 
more emphasis on the unheard stories of 
people’s participation in India’s freedom 
movement representing contribution of 
all regions. 

Armour Museum 
 Developed at the Red Fort, it would 

showcase arms and armour of India 
through the ages — from prehistoric stone 
weapons onwards. 

For doubts and queries email us at: 

doubts@officerspulse.com 
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PIB ANALYSIS 
 

1) BRICS Agriculture Research 
Platform  

About BRICS 
 BRICS brings together five major emerging 

economies- China, Brazil, Russia, India 
and South Africa. It comprises 43% of the 
world population, having 30% of the world 
GDP and a 17% share in world trade. 

 The grouping was formalised during the 
first meeting of BRIC (Brazil, Russia, India 
and China) Foreign Ministers on the 
margins of the UNGA in New York in 
September 2006. 

 South Africa was added to the grouping in 
2011 creating "BRICS". 

 BRICS cooperation is aimed at 
complementing and strengthening existing 
bilateral and multilateral relations among 
member countries. 

 The Chairship of the forum is rotated 
annually among the members, in 
accordance with the acronym B-R-I-C-S. 

 Cooperation among members is predicated 
on three levels or “tracks” of interaction, 
namely: 

1. Track I: Formal diplomatic engagement 
between the national governments 

2. Track II: Engagement through government-
affiliated institutions, e.g. state-owned 
enterprises and business councils 

3. Track III: Civil society and “people-to-
people” engagement. 

Significant developments of BRICS 
New Development Bank 
 The NDB created by the BRICS countries 

formally came into existence at the Ufa 
Summit (Russia) in 2015. 

 It was established with the objective of 
financing infrastructure and sustainable 
development projects in BRICS and other 
emerging economies and developing 
countries, complementing the efforts of 
multilateral and regional financial 
institutions toward global growth and 
development. 

 In 2018, the NDB received observer status 
in the UN General Assembly. 

 Voting power of each member is equal to 
the number of its subscribed shares in 
capital stock. 

 All members of the United Nations could be 
members of the bank, however the share of 
the BRICS nations can never be less than 
55% of voting power. 

Contingency Reserve  
 The BRICS Contingent Reserve 

Arrangement (CRA) is a framework for the 
provision of support through liquidity and 
precautionary instruments in response to 
actual or potential short-term balance of 
payments pressures. 

Agriculture Research Platform  
 BRICS Agriculture Research Platform has 

been developed by India to promote 
cooperation in the areas of agricultural 
research, extension, technology transfer, 
training and capacity building.  

 The intention is to make the BRICS 
Agriculture Research Platform functional 
and encourage research cooperation to 
improve the use and application of 
agricultural technologies for meeting the 
needs of producers and processors. 

Why in News? 
 Top agriculture officials from the BRICS 

grouping held a virtual meet recently and 
pitched for closer ties in strengthening 
agro-biodiversity to ensure food and 
nutrition security. 

 

2) Exercise INDRA  
About 
 It is a joint military exercise between India 

and Russia. 
 The aim of the exercise was to acquaint 

each other with operational planning, 
procedures, combat drills and conducting 
joint operations against international 
terrorist groups. 

What’s in the news? 
 The closing ceremony of the Indo-Russia 

joint exercise INDRA was held recently. 
 

3) World Elephant Day 
About Elephants  
 There are two species of elephants, African 

and Asian, and while they are similar in 
physiology, they are too biologically 
different to interbreed. 
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 According to IUCN, the Asian elephant is 
classified as endangered with less than 
40,000 remaining worldwide. 

 The African elephant (Forest and Savannah) 
is a vulnerable species with less than 
400,000 remaining worldwide. 

Man-Animal conflict 
 India has the largest number of wild Asian 

Elephants, estimated at 29,964 according to 
the 2017 census by Project Elephant 
which is almost 60% of the global Asian 
Elephant population. 

1. Project Elephant was launched by the 
Government of India in the year 1991-92 as 
a Centrally Sponsored Scheme to provide 
financial and technical support to major 
elephant bearing States in the country for 
protection of elephants, their habitats and 
corridors. 

2. A similar initiative is the Monitoring the 
Illegal Killing of Elephants (MIKE) 
programme that tracks trends in 
information related to the illegal killing of 
elephants from across Africa and Asia, to 
monitor effectiveness of field conservation 
efforts.  

3. The MIKE Programme was established by 
the Convention on International Trade in 
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and 
Flora (CITES) in 1997. 

 Among the states, the highest population 
was recorded in Karnataka (6,049), 
followed by Assam and Kerala.  

 Over 500 people and 100 elephants die 
every year due to conflict with each other, 
which include poaching for ivory or meat, 
poisoning, electrocution and collision with 
trains, while property worth millions are 
damaged. 

 Loss of natural habitat and 
fragmentation have been bringing wild 
elephants closer to human habitations, 
sparking human-elephant conflicts. 

 Why in the news? 

 World Elephant Day was celebrated on 
August 12 to raise awareness on the 
preservation and protection of the world's 
elephants. 

 Challenges  
 There are about 30 elephant reserves 

across the country covering about 65,000 
sq km but the reserves and corridors have 
poor legal protection, which means that 
forest land in such areas can easily be 

diverted for any non-forest purpose like 
infrastructure development projects etc. 

 Population management is the key issue 
because only 22% of the elephant habitat is 
under protected area. Majority of elephant 
corridors are under non-protected areas 
due to which elephants migrate to the other 
areas because it requires fodder around 
300kg. 

 In Eastern India, due to various problems 
like mining, increasing cultivation, decline 
in bamboo forest cover, the human-
elephant issue has reached its peak. 

 Way Forward 

 The pre-existing corridors need to be 
enlarged. The translocation of animals 
from a densely populated region to a less 
populated region can help in minimising the 
conflict to some extent. 

 Wildlife management should be prioritized 
along with the economic development and 
decisions regarding both should go hand in 
hand along with various scientific decisions. 

 Mitigation measures should be 
implemented by policy makers as well as 
via community participation. 

 

4) Seekho aur Kamao  
About the Scheme 
 Seekho aur Kamao (Learn & Earn) is a 

scheme implemented by the Ministry of 
Minority Affairs since 2013-14 and is 
aimed at skill development of 
minorities.  

 The scheme entails upgrading the skills of 
minority youth in various 
modern/traditional skills depending upon 
their qualification, present economic trends 
and market potential, which can earn them 
suitable employment or equip them with 
skills to opt for self-employment. 

Objectives 
 The scheme aims to: 
1. To bring down the unemployment rate of 

minorities;  
2. To conserve and update traditional skills of 

minorities and establish their linkages with 
the market; 

3. To improve employability of existing 
workers, school dropouts etc. and ensure 
their placement; 
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4. To generate means of better livelihood for 
marginalized minorities and bring them 
into the mainstream; 

5. To enable minorities to avail opportunities 
in the growing market; 

6. To develop potential human resources for 
the country. 

Why in News? 
 The Ministry of Minority Affairs has 

informed Parliament that in the last 7 years 
around 4 lakh persons have been benefited 
under the ‘Seekho aur Kamao’ scheme.  

 

5) PM-DAKSH Yojana 
About the Yojana 
 The Pradhan Mantri Dakshta Aur 

Kushalta Sampann Hitgrahi, PM-DAKSH 
Yojana is being implemented by the 
Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment 
from 2020-21. 

 The scheme aims to cover marginalized 
persons of Scheduled Castes, Other 
Backward Classes, Economically 
Backward Classes, De-notified Tribes 
and Safai karamcharis including waste 
pickers. 

 Under this Yojana, eligible target groups are 
being provided skill development training 
programmes on (i) Up-skilling/Re-skilling 
(ii) Short Term Training Programme (iii) 
Long Term Training Programme and (iv) 
Entrepreneurship Development Program 
(EDP). 

 The scheme is implemented by the three 
Corporations  

1. National Scheduled Castes Finance and 
Development Corporation (NSFDC),  

2. National Backward Classes Finance & 
Development Corporation (NBCFDC) &  

3. National Safai Karamcharis Finance and 
Development Corporation (NSKFDC). 

Why in News? 
 The Minister of Social Justice and 

Empowerment Dr Virendra Kumar has 
launched PM-DAKSH Portal and PM-
DAKSH Mobile App developed by the 
Ministry of Social Justice and 
Empowerment in collaboration with 
National e-Governance Division (NeGD) 
of the Ministry of Electronics and 
Information Technology. 

News in detail 
 The portal and app aims to make the skill 

development schemes accessible to the 
target groups. 

 Through the portal and app the youth of the 
target groups will now be able to avail the 
benefits of skill development training 
programmes more easily. 

 PM- DAKSH Portal is available at 
pmdaksh.dosje.gov.in while ‘PM-DAKSH’ 
Mobile App is available in Google play 
store. 

For doubts and queries email us at 
doubts@officerspulse.com 
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News in Depth
AIR NEWS 

 

1) Ek Bharat Shreshta Bharat 
About the scheme 
 The initiative 'Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat' 

was announced by Prime Minister Narendra 
Modi on 31st October, 2015 to 
commemorate the 140th birth anniversary 
of Sardar Patel to revive a sense of 
‘nationhood’.  

 The programme aims to actively enhance 
interaction between people of diverse 
cultures living in different States and UTs 
in India, with the objective of promoting 
greater mutual understanding amongst 
them.  

 As per the programme, each year, every 
State/UT would be paired with another 
State/UT in India for reciprocal interaction 
between the people.  

 It is envisaged through this exchange, that 
the knowledge of the language, culture, 
traditions and practices of different states 
will lead to an enhanced understanding and 
bonding between one another, thereby 
strengthening the unity and integrity of 
India. 

 The broad objectives of the initiative are as 
follows: 

1. To CELEBRATE the Unity in Diversity of 
our Nation and to maintain and strengthen 
the fabric of traditionally existing emotional 
bonds between the people of our Country; 

2. To PROMOTE the spirit of national 
integration through a deep and structured 
engagement between all Indian States and 
Union Territories through a year-long 
planned engagement between States; 

3. To SHOWCASE the rich heritage and 
culture, customs and traditions of either 
State for enabling people to understand and 
appreciate the diversity that is India, thus 
fostering a sense of common identity 

4. TO ESTABLISH long-term engagements 
and, 

5. TO CREATE an environment which 
promotes learning between States by 
sharing best practices and experiences. 

Why in News? 
 Government of India is set to conduct a 

nationwide awareness campaign for the 'Ek 
Bharat Shreshtha Bharat' programme. 

 

2) Pradhan Mantri Ujjwala Yojana 
(PMUY) 2.0  

About PMUY 
 The Ministry of Petroleum & Natural Gas 

launched PMUY in 2016 to provide clean 
cooking fuel to poor households. 

 It aims to provide 8 crore deposit free LPG 
connections to poor households. The 
connections are issued in the name of 
women of the households.  

 The scheme increases the usage of LPG and 
helps in reducing health disorders, air 
pollution and deforestation. Use of fossil 
fuels and conventional fuel like cow-dung, 
firewood etc. has serious implications on 
the health of rural women and children.   

 Initially, the beneficiaries were identified 
through Socio Economic Caste Census 
(SECC),  2011 data. The scope of PMUY has 
now been expanded to cover all the poor 
families in the country subject to fulfilling 
the terms and conditions.  

 Under the scheme, cash assistance of Rs. 
1600 is given to the beneficiaries to get a 
deposit-free new connection. Further, 
interest free loans are provided to purchase 
a stove and refill by Oil Marketing 
Companies. 

Why in News? 
 Prime Minister Narendra Modi has 

launched the second phase of Pradhan 
Mantri Ujjwala Yojana - Ujjwala 2.0. 

 During Ujjwala 1.0, launched in 2016, a 
target was set to provide LPG connections 
to 5 crore women members of BPL 
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households. Later, the target was revised to 
8 Crore LPG connections which was 
achieved in August 2019. 

 In the Union budget for Financial Year 
2021-22, a provision for an additional 
one crore LPG connection under the 
Pradhan Mantri Ujjwala Yojana was 
announced. These one crore additional 
connections under Ujjwala 2.0 aim to 
provide deposit-free LPG connections to 
those low-income families who could not 
be covered under the earlier phase of 
this scheme. 

 Along with a deposit free LPG connection, 
Ujjwala 2.0 will provide first refill and 
hotplate free of cost to the beneficiaries.  

 

3) Saansad Adarsh Gram Yojana  
About the Scheme 
 Saansad Adarsh Gram Yojana (SAGY) was 

launched in 2014 with the aim to translate 
the comprehensive vision of Mahatma 
Gandhi about an ideal Indian village into 
reality, keeping in view the present context.  

 Under SAGY, each Member of Parliament 
adopts a Gram Panchayat and guides its 
holistic progress giving importance for 
social development at par with 
infrastructure.  

 The 'Adarsh Grams' are to become schools 
of local development and governance, 
inspiring other Gram Panchayats. 

 By involving villagers and leveraging 
scientific tools, a village development plan 
is prepared under the leadership of a 
Member of Parliament. The distinct feature 
of this Yojana is that it is: 

1. Demand Driven 
2. Inspired by Society 
3. Based on People's Participation 
Objective of SAGY 
 To trigger processes which lead to a holistic 

development of the identified Gram 
Panchayats 

 To substantially improve the standard of 
living and quality of life of all section of the 
population through - 

1. Improved basic amenities 
2. Higher productivity 
3. Enhanced human development 
4. Better livelihood opportunity 
5. Reduced disparities 
6. Access to right and entitlements 

7. Wider social mobilization 
8. Enriched social capital 
 To generate models of local level 

development and effective local 
government which can motivate and inspire 
neighboring Gram Panchayats to learn and 
adapt 

 To nurture the identified Adarsh Grams as 
schools of local development to train other 
gram panchayat 

Different approach to achieve the 
objectives of SAGY 

 Leveraging the leadership, capacity, 
commitment and the energy of the Member 
of Parliament to develop model Gram 
Panchayat. 

 Engaging with and mobilizing the 
community for participatory local level 
development. 

 Converging different government programs 
and private and voluntary initiative to 
achieve comprehensive development in 
tune with people's aspiration and local 
potential. 

 Building partner with a voluntary 
organization, co-operative and academic 
and research institutions. 

 Focusing on outcomes and sustainability. 
Activities in an Adarsh Gram 
 Activities in an Adarsh Gram would include: 
1. Personal Development 
2. Social Development 
3. Human Development 
4. Economic Development 
5. Environmental Development 
6. Social Security 
7. Basic amenities & services 
8. Good Governance 
Why in News? 
 The Union Government has announced that 

976 Gram Panchayats have been adopted by 
Members of Parliament for the 
development under Sansad Adarsh Gram 
Yojana since 2018. 

 

4) Renewable energy capacity 
crosses mile-stone of 100 
GigaWatts 

What's in the news? 
 The Government has announced that India’s 

total installed renewable energy capacity 
has crossed the mile-stone of 100 
GigaWatts (GW). This assumes importance 
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given that India has a total installed power 
generation capacity of 383.73 GW.  

 Today India stands at 4th position in the 
world in terms of installed RE capacity, 
5th in solar and 4th in wind in terms of 
installed capacity. 

 The 100 GW installed renewable energy 
generation capacity does not include the 
power generated by the large 
hydroelectric projects, which if added 
would increase the installed RE generation 
capacity to 146 GW. 

Significance 
 Despite India’s per capita emission being 

one-third of the world average, the 
country has been building up its green 
portfolio.    

 While 100 GW has been installed, 50 GW is 
under installation and 27 GW is under 
tendering. India has also enhanced its 
ambition to install 450 GW of  renewable 
energy  capacity by 2030.   

 This will also help India greatly in its fight 
against climate change as India plans to 
reduce its carbon footprint by 33-35 per 
cent from its 2005 levels by 2030 and 
meet 40 per cent of its electricity needs 
from non-fossil fuel sources by then, as 
part of its Nationally determined 
contributions (NDCs) to the United Nations 
Framework Convention on Climate Change 
adopted by 195 countries in Paris in 2015. 

us at doubts@officerspulse.com 
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THE HINDU EDITORIALS 
 

1) Revisit the idea of ‘aging out’ 
India’s coal plants 

GS-3 Solar Energy; Renewable Energy; 
Infrastructure; Government Policies & 
Interventions 

CONTEXT   
 As part of the Union Budget address for 

2020-21, the Finance Minister, said that the 
shutting down of old coal power plants, 
which are major contributors to emissions, 
will aid the achievement of India’s 
Nationally Determined Contributions 
(NDCs). 

RESEARCH STUDIES IN FAVOUR 
SHUTDOWN 

 Some research studies have cited the 
economic and the environmental 
benefits of shutting down coal plants older 
than 25 years. 

 As per the studies,  it is argued that the 
availability of under-utilised newer (and 
presumably more efficient) coal-based 
capacity means that shutting down older 
inefficient plants would lead to 
improved efficiencies, reduced coal 
usage, and hence, cost savings. 

 Further, it is argued that it would be 
uneconomical for old plants to install 
pollution control equipment required to 
meet the emission standards announced by 
the Environment Ministry. 

 Hence, retirement of old coal plants has 
been pitched by the research studies. 

CONCERNS WITH THE SHUTDOWNS 
Significant role: 
 The plants older than 25 years make up 

around 20% of the total installed 
thermal capacity in the country, hence, 
play a significant role in the country’s 
power supply. 

o Therefore, the decisions regarding their 
retirement requires finer scrutiny. 

Low cost production: 
 While there are some old plants tied up in 

expensive power purchase agreements, 
there are also several old plants, which 
generate at lower costs. 

o For instance, plants such as Rihand, 
Singrauli (both Uttar Pradesh), and 
Vidhyanchal (Madhya Pradesh), are all over 

30 years old and have very low generation 
costs of around ₹1.7/kWh, which is lower 
than the national average. 

o However, this drop in the cost can be 
attributed to locational advantage rather 
than efficiency, as older plants are likely to 
be located closer to the coal source, 
reducing coal transport costs. 

o Thus, this highlights adds to the complexity 
of the issue, since efficiency does not 
naturally translate to savings. 

Negligible savings: 
 As per the analysis, the total savings from 

shutting down plants older than 25 years 
would be negligible and inadequate to 
even pay for the fixed costs (such as debt 
repayment) that would have to be paid if 
the plants are prematurely retired. 

 Also, the savings in coal consumption by 
replacing older plants with newer ones 
will likely be only in the 1%-2% range. 

Stranded assets and locked-in resources 
issues: 

 Aggressive early retirement of coal-based 
capacity could result in real or perceived 
electricity shortage in some States. 

 This may lead to new investments in 
coal-based base-load capacity by State-
owned entities. 

 This could worsen the situation, given that 
already the planned thermal capacity is 
in excess of what the country needs. 
Further addition of thermal power capacity 
will lead to stranded assets and locked-in 
resources issues. 

WAY FORWARD 
 There are some old plants that may 

continue to be economically viable even if 
they install pollution control equipment as 
their current fixed costs (which would 
increase with pollution control equipment 
installation) are very low. 

o Hence, the older plants with low 
generation cost should be installed with 
pollution control equipment to meet 
environmental norms. 

o Indeed, about half the coal capacity older 
than 25 years has already issued tenders 
for pollution control equipment 
installation. 
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 Given the current trends in the country’s 
power sector, where intermittent 
renewable generation in the sector is 
growing, there is an increasing need for 
capacity that can provide flexibility, 
balancing, and ancillary services. 

o Old thermal capacity, with lower fixed 
costs, is a prime candidate to play this 
role until other technologies (such as 
storage) can replace them at scale. 

o Further, the capacity value of the old 
capacity is critical to meet instantaneous 
peak load, and to meet load when 
renewable energy is unavailable. 

 Variable renewable energy (VRE) or 
intermittent renewable energy sources 
(IRES) are renewable energy sources 
that are not dispatchable due to their 
fluctuating nature, such as wind power 
and solar power, as opposed to 
controllable renewable energy sources, 
such as damned hydroelectricity or 
biomass, or relatively constant sources, 
such as geothermal power. 

CONCLUSION 
 This is not to say that no old plant should be 

retired. However, using age as the only 
criteria to drive these decisions can 
prove counterproductive. 

o Instead, there is a need for more detailed 
analysis, considering the various technical, 
economic and operating characteristics of 
individual plants and units. 

o Also, other aspects such as intermittency 
of renewables, growing demand, and 
need to meet emission norms, needs to be 
taken into account. 

 

2) Unpacking the resiliency of 
global trade, yet again 

GS-2 Effect of Policies & Politics of 
Countries on India's Interests,Regional 
Groupings; GS-3 Growth & Development 

NEWS   
 Going by past experiences and historic 

ruptures, there is hope for global trade 
recovery in the post-COVID-19 world. 

CONTEXT 
 Last year, countries around the world 

responded to COVID-19 pandemic-induced 
shortages with protectionist reactions 
and nationalist aspirations. This resulted 

in disruption of complex cross-border 
supply chains around the world. 

o The world economy shrunk by 4.4% and 
global trade by 5.3%, while job losses 
have been estimated to be to the tune of 
75 million. 

ANALYSING TRENDS IN PAST 
 Going by past experiences, it is evident 

that historic ruptures often generate and 
accelerate new global links that lay 
foundations for institutional changes, 
seeking enduring cooperation among 
nations. 

 The Second World War created 
multilateral institutions like- the United 
Nations, the Bretton Woods Institutions 
such as World Bank and International 
Monetary Fund (IMF) and International 
Trade Organisation (ITO). 

o These institutions in turn helped to rebuild 
the shattered post-war economy. 

o The General Agreement on Tariffs and 
Trade (GATT) was negotiated in 1947 as a 
means to reduce barriers to international 
trade. 

 The oil shocks of the 1970s led to the 
establishment of the International Energy 
Agency (IEA) in 1974 to manage oil supply 
disruptions and went on to create 
awareness on the need for global energy 
security. 

 The financial crisis of 2008 led to the G20 
Leaders Summit, an elevation from the 
G20 Finance Ministers forum in 1999, in a 
bid to take cooperation beyond the G7 in a 
global quest to control inflation due to fiscal 
expansion. 

 These developments had a consequential 
impact on global trade. 

o Global trade expanded with a steep rise 
from a mere $60. 80 billion in 1950 to 
$2,049 billion in 1980; $6,452 billion in 
2000; $19,014 billion in 2019.  

FUTURE PROSPECTS 
 The above patterns leave much hope for 

optimism for global trade in the post-
COVID-19 crisis as: 

 Stimulus packages and forced savings in 
several countries in the last year have 
created financial buffers. 

 Global supply chains that have remained 
dormant for long are expected to be 
resilient to help revive manufacturing with 
lower production costs, induce 
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investments and promote technology 
transfers. 

 It is expected that on a post COVID-19 
world, members of the World Trade 
Organization would stitch trade 
facilitating rules, and will take collective 
resolve to discipline errant nations that 
are known to dumping goods and erecting 
trade barriers through multilateral rules. 

 It is also hoped that there may be mutually 
beneficial trade arrangements that seek 
deeper economic integration at the 
bilateral and regional levels to create 
win-win situations for all stakeholders. 

DATA FOR ECONOMIC GROWTH 
 It is expected that the countries with 

technology will dominate international 
trade in future with a transformational 
impact on the global economy. 

o Just as the steam engine in the 19th 
century and computing power in the 
20th century, data will be the main 
driver of economic growth in the 21st 
century. 

CONCERNS 
 The businesses will aim to harness data for 

innovation in order to remain ahead in a 
post-COVID-19 world. 

 But the increasing use of data and 
automation will come at the cost of 
following set of problems: 

o Automation will make nations vulnerable 
to job losses. 

o Rapid growth in e-commerce and the virtual 
world will demand entirely new skills 
from the workforce. 

 Hence, the upcoming economic policies 
need to focus on: 

o stronger safety nets for workers; 
o income protection, 
o skill training, 
o health care and educational support for 

families. 
INDIA’S OUTLOOK 
 India’s challenges during the COVID-19 

pandemic have been no different from those 
faced by other countries as: 

o its GDP contracted by 7.3% according to 
the National Statistical Office; 

o about 10 million jobs were lost according 
to the Centre for Monitoring Indian 
Economy Pvt. Ltd; 

o trade remained subdued at $493 billion. 

 However, the projections of the 
International Monetary Fund for India’s 
economic growth ahead are positive and in 
line with the general trends world-wide. 

CONCLUSION 
 Building an ecosystem that incentivises 

value-added manufacturing and 
technology-induced finished products 
should form a part of our long-term 
strategy. 

 Beyond the timely stimulus packages for 
micro, small and medium enterprises 
(MSMEs), supporting them with cheaper 
input costs, including raw material and 
intermediate goods would help sustain 
them with job creation at the local level. 

 Developing a synergistic relationship 
between the big industry and MSMEs is at 
the core of a successful Atmanirbhar 
Bharat; hence the former should be 
encouraged to move into technology space 
and finished products, while the latter feeds 
them with locally made inputs at 
competitive prices. 

 Skills upgradation to global standards 
should form a part of India’s strategy in a 
post-COVID-19 world. 

 

3) An urban jobs safety net 

GS-2 Poverty, Poverty and Developmental 
Issues,Issues Relating to Poverty & 
Hunger, Inclusive Growth 

NEWS   
 It is time to formulate a wage employment-

based national urban livelihood scheme 
similar to MGNREGS. 

CONTEXT 
 During the pandemic, people around the 

globe faced, again and again the difficult 
choice of saving lives versus protecting 
livelihoods. 

AS PER THE REPORTS 
 According to the World Economic Outlook 

report of April, 2021 of the International 
Monetary Fund (IMF), almost all 
countries, except China, experienced 
economic contraction last year. 

1. The global GDP shrunk by 3.3%. 
2. India’s GDP plummeted by 8%. 
3. 95 million people have fallen into the 

ranks of the extreme poor category. 
4. The unemployment rate is on rise across 

several countries, while others are 
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grappling with unemployment rates in 
double digits. 

 As per the Centre for Monitoring Indian 
Economy’s estimates, the unemployment 
rate in India peaked at 23.5% in April 
2020 before falling to 6.9% in February 
2021. 

NEED FOR RURAL-URBAN PERSPECTIVE 
 In the wake of economic deceleration, the 

challenge is to minimise livelihood losses. 
 Traditionally, governments have addressed 

this issue from a sectoral viewpoint. But 
given the contemporary realities, the need 
is to approach this from a rural-urban 
perspective for two reasons: 

1. First, when there is an economic shock, it is 
essential to provide people with formal 
access to a livelihood safety net. 

2. Second, the livelihood safety net must have 
comprehensive coverage. 

URBAN INDIA- WITHOUT SAFETY NET 
 The safety net provided by the government 

in the form of Mahatma Gandhi National 
Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme 
(MGNREGS), exists only in rural areas, 
while urban India does not have any such 
cushion. 

o Though the Indian government operates the 
National Urban Livelihoods Mission, 
which is focused on self-employment 
through skill up-gradation and credit 
linkages through banks, the scheme does 
not have guaranteed wage employment 
provisions akin to what MGNREGS 
provides. 

 This rural-urban livelihood security divide 
was evident during last year’s lockdown 
when thousands of migrant labour moved 
from the urban to rural areas. 

o MGNREGS, designed to check such 
migration, provides a livelihood safety net 
in rural India. 

 Thus, this divide needs to be bridged if 
the livelihood loss is to be minimised. 

INSIGHTS FROM HIMACHAL PRADESH CASE 
 A few States have experimented with a 

wage employment-based urban livelihood 
scheme. 

 Himachal Pradesh (H.P.) had launched the 
Mukhya Mantri Shahri Ajeevika 
Guarantee Yojana (MMSAGY) last year. 

 The objective of the scheme is to enhance 
the livelihood security in urban areas by 
providing 120 days of guaranteed wage 

employment to every household at 
minimum wages in FY 2020-21. 

o Any adult member of a household, less than 
65 years of age, residing in the jurisdiction 
of the urban local body (ULB) and willing to 
engage in unskilled work at projects being 
executed or in sanitation services being 
provided by the municipality can register 
under the scheme. 

o A job card is issued to the beneficiary within 
seven days of registration and employment 
is provided within a fortnight. Otherwise, 
the beneficiary is eligible to be 
compensated at a rate of ₹75 per day. 

 Initially, when the scheme was conceived, 
there was scepticism due to lack of fiscal 
space during the pandemic to launch a new 
scheme. 

 But the government then decided to fund 
the wage component from the grants 
already available to ULBs under the State 
and Central Finance Commissions. 

 In a year of its operation, a quarter million 
man-days, benefiting about 3% of the total 
urban households in H.P., were generated. 

 If the scope of MMSAGY is broadened to 
include muster-roll based works, other 
municipal services, etc., it could enhance 
livelihood opportunities. 

CONCLUSION 
 H.P.’s experience has provided some crucial 

insights: 
 One, an urban livelihood scheme can be 

launched within the existing fiscal space. 
o If not, the Union and States can provide 

resources together. 
 Two, separate minimum wages for rural 

and urban areas do not cause migration 
to urban areas since the higher cost of 
living in urban areas has an offsetting effect. 

 Three, the focus must shift from asset 
creation to service delivery. 

o Restricting it to asset creation or wage-
material ratios may be suboptimal in urban 
settings. 

o Hence, the focus should be on enhancing the 
quality of municipal services. 

 Four, such a scheme is like an ‘economic 
vaccine’ and will protect people against 
unemployment. 

o Hence, it should be administered at the 
national level rather than at the State level. 
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4) The importance of the booster 
dose to plan ahead 

GS-2 Health 
 NEWS   
 There is a need for a booster dose of vaccine 

in India to get India out of COVID-19’s 
stranglehold. 

BRIEF ABOUT VACCINATION  
 Although COVID-19 vaccination is relatively 

new to the world, the history of vaccination 
goes back a few centuries. 

 The Expanded Programme on 
Immunization was launched by the World 
Health Organization in 1974. 

 Since then, all countries of the world have 
gained considerable experience in rolling 
out several vaccines for children and 
pregnant women. 

TYPES OF VACCINES  
 Vaccines may be classified in two broad 

categories of replicating live infectious 
vaccines, and non-replicating non-
infectious vaccines.  

Live infectious vaccines  
1. Currently used live virus vaccines 

inoculated by injection include measles, 
rubella, mumps, and chickenpox vaccines. 

2. The inoculum dose contains a few 
thousands of live but attenuated viruses. 

3. They replicate in body tissues without 
producing overt disease.  

4. The final effective dose that stimulates the 
immune system may be billions or 
trillions of viruses for days to weeks. 
This ensures that both antibody and T-cell 
immunity are robust and long-lasting. 

Non-replicating injected vaccines 
1. non-replicating injected vaccines include 

nearly all others — the most common 
being diphtheria, pertussis (whooping 
cough), tetanus, hepatitis B, 
Haemophilus influenzae b, 
pneumococcal, human papillomavirus, 
inactivated poliovirus, inactivated 
hepatitis A vaccines etc. 

2. In this type of vaccine, what is injected is a 
tiny amount of antigen, measured in 
micrograms, plus stabilizers and 
preservatives in some, and adjuvants in 
a few, all chemicals, and salts in minute 
quantities. 

WHY GO IN FOR A BOOSTER DOSE FOR 
COVID?  

 Booster dose is needed for robust and long-
lasting immunity. This is needed because 
over time in a few months to one year, the 
antibody levels wane in almost all 
vaccinated individuals. 

 Every non-replicating vaccine requires 
priming and boosting. For example, 
Influenza vaccine boosters are 
recommended annually. 

o All current COVID-19 vaccines fall in the 
non-replicating category and for robust and 
long-lasting immunity, they require priming 
doses to induce early immunity, and 
booster doses to sustain, long-term, high 
antibody titres to overcome waning 
immunity. 

CURRENT VACCINATION SCHEDULE IN THE 
COUNTRY  

 The current COVID-19 vaccination 
schedules are only focused on primary 
doses. 

1. the immunity induced by one dose (Johnson 
& Johnson vaccine) 

2. Pfizer vaccine (two doses three weeks 
apart) 

3. all others (two doses at four weeks or more 
inter-dose interval) 

 The issue with the schedule is that 
immunity will wane over a period. 

 Not only is there a waning of immunity with 
respect to time, but there is also further 
evidence that those who are elderly, men 
particularly, and those with organ 
transplants, cancer treatment or co-
morbidity, have weaker primary antibody 
responses than their younger/normal 
counterparts. Hence there is a need to boost 
their immunity. 

WAY FORWARD 
 Boosting doses will require additional 

doses of the Covid vaccine. 
 In India, there is an ethical dilemma 

whether to go for priming doses and 
booster one as there is inadequate vaccine 
supply. Everyone deserves priming doses 
before even the highly vulnerable early 
vaccine recipients are offered booster 
doses.  

 Solution for the above dilemma is to 
accelerate vaccine procurement without 
counting the cost. 

 Science of vaccinology demands that all 
those getting priming doses should 
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receive at least one booster dose at a well-
chosen interval.  

 The science of immunology demands that a 
booster dose should be delivered at an 
interval of at least four, preferably six to 12, 
months after the last priming dose. 

 Hence India strategy should focus on 
planning a vaccination strategy for 
completing two priming doses in all adults 
and children, third dose to the special 
category who have weak immunity. 

 Meticulous planning and the execution of 
such a vaccination campaign is what will get 
the country out of the stranglehold of this 
virus and its variants. 

 

5) An Indian sail to navigate the 
maritime environment 

GS-2 Groupings & Agreements Involving 
India and/or Affecting India's Interests 

CONTEXT 
 Recently the Indian Prime Minister had 

addressed at the UNSC High-Level Open 
Debate, on “Enhancing Maritime 
Security: A Case For International 
Cooperation”, convened by India. 

HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE PRIME MINISTER’S 
ADDRESS 

 He described the oceans as a common 
heritage for humankind and a lifeline for 
the future of the planet. 

 He urged the global community to develop 
a common framework to deal with 
contemporary challenges, including 
maritime disputes and natural disasters. 

 He also outlined a far-sighted vision 
rooted in India’s culture, history and 
geography. 

INDIA’S MARITIME TRADITIONS 
 With a long coastline and large island chains 

spread-eagled across the Indian Ocean, 
India has a natural seaward orientation, 
with key sea lanes of communication 
coursing through its surrounding seas. 

 India has ancient maritime traditions. 
1. In the 15th century, Vasco de Gama was 

piloted to the west coast of India from 
Zanzibar by a Gujarati seaman. 

2. Long before that, India’s ancient mariners 
were trading with the old world. The word 
navigation is derived from the Sanskrit 
word “navgath”. 

3. Lothal was a key maritime centre of the 
Indus Valley civilisation. 

4. India had maritime trade with Mesopotamia 
4,500 years ago. 

5. Kutch and Kathiawar as well as the Malabar 
coast enjoyed ancient links to Africa. 

6. Buddhism and Hinduism spread to South-
east Asia by the maritime route. 

7. Even Islam took the maritime route from 
India to South-east Asia. 

SIGNIFICANCE OF MARITIME SECURITY 
AND RELATED CONCERNS 

 Ninety per cent of global trade is 
conducted on the high seas, for the simple 
reason that it continues to be the most cost 
effective mode of transport. 

o Therefore, any disruption of sea lanes of 
communication will have global 
repercussions. 

o For example- The blockage in the Suez 
Canal earlier this year interrupted the flow 
of trade worth billions of dollars. 

 Freedom of navigation and unimpeded 
commerce are key to the spread of 
prosperity. 

 While critical supply chains depend on the 
concept of mare liberum (open seas), the 
neo-colonial concept of mare clausum 
(closed seas) in the South China Sea is 
evil to the future of the global economy. 

IDEAS THAT INDIA PITCHED FOR AS AN 
UNSC PRESIDENT 

Relevance of SAGAR 
 India reiterated the relevance of SAGAR 

(Security And Growth For All In The 
Region). 

 It urged the international community to 
develop a cooperative and inclusive 
framework for maritime security, so 
essential for unimpeded trade and 
commerce. 

Dispute settlement 
 The Prime Minister advocated peaceful 

settlement of maritime disputes on the 
basis of international law as: 

o This idea is rooted in India’s values of peace 
and non-violence. 

o Today, natural disasters and maritime 
threats posed by non-state actors have 
grown exponentially. Hence it is important 
for the global community to rally together 
to deal effectively with the ravages of 
cyclones, tsunami and maritime pollution. 

Environmental concerns 
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 The debate underscored the importance of 
preserving the maritime environment and 
its resources. 

 The oceans remain our lifeline. Yet, they 
have been overwhelmed by plastic waste 
which chokes all forms of marine life. 

o This, in turn, poisons the entire food 
chain and imperils the lives of millions. 

Development of connectivity and 
infrastructure 

 Development of connectivity and 
infrastructure were also outlined as a major 
priority, since there have been heightened 
concerns today over China’s Belt and 
Road Initiative (BRI). 

Primacy of UNCLOS 
 As President of the UN Security Council for 

the month of August, India’s leadership in 
the debate on maritime security, has 
strengthened its credentials as a key stake-
holder in the maritime commons. 

 The Presidential Statement highlighted the 
commitment of the UN Security Council 
to international law. 

 It also emphasised on the importance of 
the United Nations Convention on the 
Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) as the legal 
framework governing all maritime 
activity. 

ROLE PLAYED BY INDIA 
 India’s role as ‘first responder’ in the 

Indian Ocean, whether in thwarting piracy 
or providing relief after the Boxing Day 
tsunami in 2004, is well- documented. 

 The Indian Air Force airlifted 30 tonnes of 
relief material to Mauritius in August 
2020 to contain an oil spill that threatened 
to engulf the island nation’s pristine coast. 

 The Indian Coast Guard’s operational reach 
and capability has vastly improved in 
dealing with environmental hazards and 
piracy. 

 The Indian Navy’s state-of-the-art 
Information Fusion Centre-Indian Ocean 
Region (IFC-IOR) based in Gurugram 
hosts officers from the United States, Japan, 
France, Australia and the United Kingdom. 
Also, the Indian Navy regularly offers a 
large number of training slots to friendly 
countries. 

 India stands for openness and 
transparency in the execution of 
projects, based on local priorities, with in-

built fiscal viability and environmental 
sustainability. 

o The U.S., Japan and Australia are also 
promoting better standards for global 
infrastructure through the Blue Dot 
Network. 

CONCLUSION 
 India’s natural interests stretch across both 

the Indian and Pacific Oceans as reflected in 
its inclusive Indo-Pacific vision. No doubt, 
India’s initiative will further the prospects 
for a stable and enduring maritime 
environment. 

 

6) Squaring up to India’s 
education emergency 

GS-2 EducationIssues Relating to 
Development 

CONTEXT  
 During the COVID-19 pandemic, federal 

countries like the United States and Brazil 
implemented a variety of school closures 
and remote/in-person education policies in 
different jurisdictions. 

 On the contrary, India enforced among the 
strictest, most generalised and continuous 
school and university closures. Thus, 
created the largest education emergency in 
the world. 

o Irrespective of the pattern of evolution of 
the novel coronavirus disease, all the states 
followed a uniform policy, with fewer 
variations. 

CLOSURE OF EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS 
IN INDIA 

 The global Stringency Index, created by 
the Oxford COVID-19 Government 
Response Tracker, has tracked the closure 
of educational institutions across all 
countries since the beginning of the novel 
coronavirus pandemic. According to it: 

o In India, of the 503 days between March 5, 
2020 and July 20, 2021, 404 days were 
characterised as being at the most 
severe policy response requiring closure 
of all types of educational institutions. 

o As a result, about 265 million school 
children have been taught exclusively 
through so-called “remote learning”, the 
largest number in any country for the 
longest period of time. 

 India’s education policy response was 
similar to that of Brazil, even when the 
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severity of the pandemic outbreak was 
much less here during 2020 than in Brazil. 

CONTRASTING APPROACH IN OTHER 
COUNTRIES 

 The approach followed by India was in 
contrast with the response in many other 
countries. 

 As there was enough evidence of the harm 
caused to children and young 
adolescents — learning losses as well as 
socio-emotional stress — by prolonged 
school closures and of the 
ineffectiveness and inequalities of 
remote learning, even in technologically 
sophisticated environments. 

 Within a few months of the first lockdown 
of schools in March 2020, pandemic-hit 
Europe began resuming in-person 
schooling for certain groups of children 
or certain localities. 

 The Oxford Stringency Index shows that 
less affluent countries such as Uruguay 
and Vietnam, also took a more measured 
approach, imposing the severest policy 
responses in education only for 140 and 
212 days, respectively. 

SCHOOLING STRATEGIES 
 By March 2021, when most of the countries 

had either resumed in-person education, or  
rotation of children for in-person classes 
and remote/part in-person options were 
being offered, no similar strategies were 
tried in India. 

o On the contrary, relaxations were made for 
public gatherings at festivals and 
elections, prior to the second wave of the 
pandemic. 

THE INDIAN EXPERIENCE 
 During these hundreds of days of almost 

continuous lockout, the youngest and the 
poorest among Indian children — Dalits, 
tribals and others  struggled with online 
classes. 

 Attendance’ data are neither available 
nor ‘defined, while many have just given 
up- especially those who had learnt little in 
schools. 

 While the national Digital Infrastructure 
for Knowledge Sharing (DIKSHA) portal 
of teacher resources claims that there has 
been an increase in the usage of “learning 
minutes”, the educational significance of 
these metrics is not clear. 

 Also, many studies and reports engaged 
with the recently formed National 
Coalition on the Education Emergency 
indicate that teachers, unprepared for 
remote teaching, forward social media 
links to their helpless students. 

o Children are expected to submit homework 
and assessments also through WhatsApp or 
text. 

 Kerala provided basic access to remote 
learning by June 2020 to its four million 
students through a TV channel, which 
broadcast classes for all subjects in each 
grade. 

o The State leveraged investments made over 
the last two decades in information 
technology for schools, including capacity 
building of teachers and teacher developed 
digital content. 

o However, the universal switch to ‘online’ 
mode has proved challenging. 

WORSENING THE SITUATION 
 The situation has worsened with families 

ravaged by disease and job losses, 
teenagers are caring for the sick and 
younger siblings, or working for pay. 

 Interruptions in child health services, early 
nutrition and mid-day meals have affected 
the growth and development of young 
children. 

 Resuming the teaching of “the syllabus” and 
pushing children through to the next 
grade is nothing but avoiding the 
problem. 

WAY FORWARD 
 India’s education emergency demands 

action on the education, health and 
livelihood fronts: 

 With the reopening of the schools there is a 
need for offering a few standardised 
“bridge” courses and “remedial classes”. 

o This can help in bridging the gap widened 
due to the months of lost formal learning. 

 Each school should prepare a safe school 
opening and child support plan, and 
should receive technical help for this. 

 Teachers must be prioritised for 
vaccinations. 

 Local adaptations and flexibility are 
essential. 

 An ‘Education Emergency Room’ should 
be set up in every district to coordinate, 
implement and monitor local plans. 
Coordination is necessary to: 
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o Develop health and sanitation measures 
in schools 

o Ensure protocols are followed in public 
transportation 

o Encourage children who were not engaged 
with schools over the last year 

o Develop tools to help teachers make 
quick diagnoses of students’ learning 
gaps 

o Develop tools to accompany the 
educational trajectory of each student. 

 Technology should be deployed safely for 
such purposes that identify and respond to 
children’s needs. 

 

7) Parliament is abdicating its 
oversight role 

GS-2 Parliament, Indian Constitution 
CONTEXT 
 The monsoon session of Parliament which 

recently ended was a disappointment in 
several ways: 

 The session was the fourth session 
straight in a line which ended ahead of 
the original schedule — other than the 
cancelled winter 2020 session. 

 This is of concern, as many important issues 
such as the COVID-19 response and 
strategy, the Chinese incursion into Ladakh, 
the economic situation, rising prices of 
many essential items, and farmers’ 
problems, etc had not been discussed. 

CONCERNS 
Shrinking work time 
 Both Houses were frequently disrupted 

as the Government and Opposition parties 
could not agree on the topics to be debated. 

 The Lok Sabha worked for just 19% of its 
originally scheduled time, and the Rajya 
Sabha for 26%. 

Lack of discussion 
 The Government has pushed through 20 

Bills, mostly without any discussion. 
o Of the 18 Bills passed by the Lok Sabha, 

only one saw discussion over 15 minutes. 
o While in Rajya Sabha, only two Bills were 

discussed for over an hour. 
 Every Bill introduced during the session 

was passed within the session. This means 
that there was no time for any scrutiny by 
members. 

 In the period of the Fifteenth Lok Sabha 
(2009-14), 18% of the Bills were passed 

within the same session. This rose to 33% 
in the Sixteenth Lok Sabha and is at 70% 
halfway through the current Parliament. 

No scrutiny 
 Parliamentary committees provide a 

forum for parliamentarians to engage with 
experts, stakeholders and government 
officials to understand the implications of 
Bills. 

o They deliberate on the consequences of 
various provisions, and recommend 
amendments. 

 But none of the Bills was referred to a 
parliamentary committee for 
examination. 

 There has been a sharp downward trend in 
Bills being referred to them — from 71% 
in the Fifteenth Lok Sabha to 27% in the 
Sixteenth, and 12% in the current one 
till date. 

 Thus, with the above data it is clear that the 
bills are being passed without any serious 
examination by parliamentarians. They are 
most often not being referred to 
committees, there is hardly any discussion 
on the floor of the House, and in most 
instances, Bills are passed within a few days 
of introduction. 

TO SUM UP 
 Parliament appears to be quite 

ineffective in all its functions. 
 All the bills introduced in this session were 

passed as an Act, without any debate or any 
scrutiny by committees. 

 There was just one debate in the Rajya 
Sabha and none in the Lok Sabha on policy 
issues. 

 Question Hour hardly worked. 
 A large supplementary Budget was passed 

in less than 10 minutes without even one 
member speaking on it. 

WAY FORWARD 
 The reason for having a legislature separate 

from the executive is to have a check on 
executive power. Therefore, parliament 
must ensure that sufficient scrutiny is 
done over the bills introduced before 
passing them as Acts. 

 Transparency in the legislation must be 
maintained through parliamentary 
committees and public feedback. 

 The gradual deterioration in 
Parliament’s functioning has to be 
stopped if it is to fulfil its constitutional 
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mandate and uphold its democratic 
values. 

For doubts and queries email us at 
doubts@officerspulse.com 
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INDIAN EXPRESS EXPLAINED 
 

1) What is the sovereign right to 
taxation? 

Context 
 The government recently decided to 

withdraw the retrospective taxation 
amendment in the I-T Act introduced in 
March 2012. 

 While scrapping the retrospective levy is 
believed to provide clarity to investors by 
removing a major source of ambiguity on 
taxation laws, the government has stressed 
the need to establish its “sovereign right to 
taxation”. 

What is the ‘sovereign right to taxation’ in 
India? 
 In India, the Constitution gives the 

government the right to levy taxes on 
individuals and organisations, but makes it 
clear that no one has the right to levy or 
charge taxes except by the authority of 
law.  

 Any tax being charged has to be backed 
by a law passed by the legislature or 
Parliament. 

 The Ministry of Statistics and Programme 
Implementation quotes the definition of tax 
as a “pecuniary burden laid upon 
individuals or property owners to support 
the government, a payment exacted by 
legislative authority”, and that a tax “is not a 
voluntary payment or donation, but an 
enforced contribution, exacted pursuant to 
legislative authority”. 

 Taxes in India come under a three-tier 
system based on the Central, State and 
local governments, and the Seventh 
Schedule of the Constitution puts separate 
heads of taxation under the Union and State 
list.  

 There is no separate head under the 
Concurrent list, meaning Union and the 
States have no concurrent power of 
taxation. 

 

2) Constitution (One Hundred and 
Twenty-Seventh Amendment) 
Bill, 2021 

Background 

 In May, a five-judge constitution bench of 
the Supreme Court struck down the 
Maharashtra State Reservation for 
Socially and Educationally Backward 
Classes (SEBC) Act, 2018 which extended 
reservation to the Maratha community in 
public education and employment in excess 
of the ceiling limit of 50% fixed by the 
Supreme Court earlier. 

 In the Indra Sawhney v Union of India 
judgement (1992), the nine-judge bench 
had ruled that only extraordinary 
circumstances would justify grant of 
reservation in excess of the 50% ceiling. 

 In Indra Sawhney, the bench noted that Dr 
B.R. Ambedkar, chairman of the 
Constituent Assembly’s Drafting 
Committee, himself contemplated 
reservation being “confined to a minority of 
seats”. No other member of the Constituent 
Assembly suggested otherwise.  

 The five-judge bench found no 
extraordinary circumstances to grant 
reservation to the Maratha community over 
and above the 50% ceiling.  

 The bench also found that the M.G. 
Gaikwad Commission too did not 
articulate any exceptional circumstances to 
justify the excess quota. The commission’s 
report, which was submitted in 2018 to the 
state government, found that Marathas are 
socially, educationally and economically 
backward and eligible to be included as a 
backward class.  

 On the basis of the Gaikwad Commission 
report, the state legislature passed a Bill 
giving 16% reservation in government jobs 
and education to the Marathas over and 
above the ceiling limit fixed by the Supreme 
Court in Indra Sawhney. 

Ruling on identifying backward classes 
 In the judgment that declared the Maratha 

reservation unconstitutional, the 
Constitution Bench of the Supreme Court 
dealt with another issue.  

 By a 3:2 majority, it ruled that after the 
passage of the 102nd Constitution 
Amendment Act in 2018, the States do 
not have any power to identify ‘socially 
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and educationally backward’ (SEBC) 
classes.  

 The Union government argued that it was 
never its intention to deprive State 
governments of their power to identify 
SEBCs, but the Court interpreted the bare 
text of the Amendment to the effect that 
only the President can publish a list of 
backward classes in relation to each State 
and that only Parliament can make 
inclusions or exclusions in it. 

What does the 102nd Amendment say? 
 The Amendment established a National 

Commission for Backward Classes, a 
constitutional body, by adding Article 
338B to the Constitution.  

 The five-member Commission was tasked 
with monitoring safeguards provided for 
socially and educationally backward 
classes, giving advice on their socio-
economic development, inquiring into 
complaints and making recommendations, 
among other functions.  

 Significantly, it was laid down that the 
Centre and the States shall consult the 
Commission on all policy matters 
concerning the SEBCs. 

 The Amendment also added Article 342A, 
under which the President shall notify a 
list of SEBCs in relation to each State and 
Union Territory, in consultation with 
Governors of the respective States.  

 Once this ‘Central List’ is notified, only 
Parliament could make inclusions or 
exclusions in the list by law. This provision 
is drafted in exactly the same word as the 

one concerning the lists of Scheduled Castes 
and Scheduled Tribes.  

Why in News? 
 The Parliament has passed the Constitution 

(127th Amendment) Bill, 2021 which seeks 
to restore the states’ power to identify 
Other Backward Classes that are socially 
and economically backward.  

 The recent Supreme Court order in May 
2021 had empowered only the President 
for such identification.  

 The Bill amends this to provide that the 
President may notify the list of socially and 
educationally backward classes only for 
purposes of the central government. This 
central list will be prepared and maintained 
by the central government.   

 Further, the Bill enables states and union 
territories to prepare their own list of 
socially and educationally backward 
classes. This list must be made by law, and 
may differ from the central list.    

 Article 338B of the Constitution mandates 
the central and state governments to 
consult the NCBC on all major policy 
matters affecting the socially and 
educationally backward classes.  The Bill 
exempts states and union territories 
from this requirement for matters 
related to preparation of their list of 
socially and educationally backward 
classes. 

For doubts and queries email us at 
doubts@officerspulse.com 
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